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Abstract


The modern parallel processing platforms increasingly have brought to users multi-core systems with complex memory hierarchies organizations and new features as vectorization support. Moreover, these platforms congregate heterogeneous elements, from multi-core CPUs to many-cores GPUs. When these elements are integrated, the power processing of these platforms can are boosted. However, in the software side there is the need to modernize the code of legacy applications to use these new resources. Even when this is done, it may happen that the workload overcomes the capacity of multi-core systems usually there is the need to parallelize the applications code to use the computing power of coprocessors and accelerators devices. Programming for these new platforms is not a trivial task, either writing new code or transparently translation of legacy code are very complex tasks. These platforms with accelerators devices and multicore processors, even providing development kits, require the programmer to explicitly declare all data transfers between device memories. The programmer should specify the complete structure of grids and blocks of threads to launch the kernel execution on each specific device. To mitigate this condition, tools and approaches have been proposed to generate code for these platforms. Among the approaches that have excelled, one approach uses compilation directives and other approaches try to detect parallelizable code regions. In the first approach, compilation directives are used to guide the compilation process, where code transformations and modifications are applied on annotated regions to obtain a parallel code version. In the second approach the code translation should occur without modifications on original code and without programmer intervention. For this outcome, these approaches apply models and techniques to automatically detect which regions of code are parallelizable. In this thesis, we describe a runtime related with automatic code parallelization and offloading based on code versioning of parallel loops. The idea is that the OpenMP input code can be generated by compiler tool or written manually. Our runtime libraries are intercepting some applications calls for OpenMP runtime using a hooking technique. The decision about offloading have been taken automatically at runtime using the operational intensity that is obtained applying Roofline Model concepts. We are considering measures in all levels of memory hierarchy and the data transfers between host and devices.

Keywords: heterogeneous computing, automatic parallelization, code interception, operational intensity, offloading, accelerators devices, OpenMP, GPGPU, tools.
Resumo


As plataformas modernas de processamento paralelo cada vez trazem aos usuários sistemas multi-core com organizações de hierarquia de memória complexas e novos recursos como o suporte à vetorização. Além disso, essas plataformas reúnem elementos heterogêneos, que vão de CPUs multi-core a GPUs manycores. Quando esses elementos são integrados, o poder de processamento dessas plataformas pode ser potencializado. Entretanto, do lado do software há a necessidade de modernização de aplicações de código legado para que usem esses novos recursos. Mesmo quando isso é feito, pode acontecer que a carga de trabalho ultrapasse a capacidade de sistemas multi-core, usualmente há a necessidade de paralelizar o código dessas aplicações para usarem o poder de processamento de coprocessadores e dispositivos aceleradores. Programar para essas novas plataformas não é uma tarefa trivial, quer seja escrever um novo código ou a tradução de código legado de maneira transparente são tarefas muito complexas. Estas plataformas com dispositivos aceleradores e processadores multi-core, mesmo fornecendo kits de desenvolvimento, requerem que o programador declare explicitamente todas as transferências de dados entre as memórias dos dispositivos. O programador deve especificar a estrutura completa de grids e blocos de threads para lançar a execução de kernels em cada dispositivo. Para amenuizar essa condição, ferramentas e abordagens tem sido propostas para gerar código para essas plataformas. Entre as abordagens que tem se destacado, uma usa diretivas de compilação e a outra tenta detectar automaticamente regiões de código paralelizáveis. Na primeira abordagem, diretivas de compilação são usadas para guiar o processo de compilação, no qual transformações e modificações de código são aplicadas às regiões anotadas para obtenção da versão paralela de código. Na segunda abordagem a tradução de código deveria ocorrer sem modificações no código original e sem a intervenção do programador. Para se alcançar esses resultados, trabalhos nessa categoria aplicam modelos e técnicas para detectar automaticamente quais regiões de código são paralelizáveis. Neste trabalho, apresentamos um runtime relacionado com paralelização automática e offloading de código baseado em versões de código para laços paralelos. A ideia é que o código de entrada OpenMP seja gerado por uma ferramenta de compilação ou escrito manualmente. As bibliotecas do runtime são capazes de interceptar, usando uma técnica de hooking, algumas chamadas que as aplicações fazem ao runtime do OpenMP. A decisão de offloading tem sido tomada automaticamente em tempo de execução usando a intensidade operacional que é obtida aplicando-se conceitos do Modelo Roofline. Estamos considerando medidas em todos os níveis da hierarquia de memória e das transferências de dados entre o host e os dispositivos aceleradores.
Palavras-chave: computação heterogênea, paralelização automática, interceptação de código, intensidade operacional, offloading, aceleradores, OpenMP, GPGPU, ferramentas.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

There is a growing evolution of parallel processing platforms. The modern platforms have provided new features in multi-core systems as complex memory hierarchies organizations and vectorization support. Moreover, these platforms are composed by heterogeneous elements as coprocessors and accelerators devices. In fact, coprocessors and GPUs have a great processing power and the possibility to explore this potential has made that these elements are used in the composition of the platforms of the most powerful supercomputers in the world and appear on first positions on the rank list top500.org (Dongarra et al., 1994, 1996) (Top500, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016).

In November 2010, the chinese supercomputer Tianhe-1A was the first in the top500 list. It was using GPUs of Fermi architecture (NVIDIA Tesla 2050) (Glaskowsky, 2009; NVIDIA, 2009; Patterson, 2009). In the following year it stayed among the first positions in the list. In November 2012, the american supercomputer Jaguar, which occupied the third position in the previous list, was upgraded with Kepler GPUs (NVIDIA K20x) (NVIDIA, 2012) becoming the Titan, the new features ensured that it was in the first position. The chinese supercomputer Tianhe-2 reassumed the ranking first position in November 2013 using Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors (31S1P) (Intel, 2013), staying in this position until November 2015. This suggests that accelerator devices tend to remain in the base composition of these heterogeneous hardware platforms.

The quest for high performance in general-purpose and scientific applications, have turned to the exploration of new resources provided by platforms and their efficient use. In the software side there is needed to modernize the code of legacy applications to use the new features in the several processing elements (Intel, 2015b). If the workload overcomes the capacity of multi-core systems there is the need to parallelize the applications code to use the computing power of coprocessors and accelerators devices.

Usually, the languages C/C++ and Fortran are used to develop applications on these platforms, that follow the historical use of these languages in High Performance Computing applications. Many of the available Software Development Kits have support for C/C++ and Fortran. Among GPUs, the NVIDIA GPUs use CUDA (NVIDIA, 2015a, 2014a,c, 2015c) and AMD/ATI GPUs use OpenCL (Khronos, 2013), that also has been used by the Intel coprocessors (Intel, 2013; Newburn et al., 2013).

There are also other approaches that have excelled in the context of parallel computing: the compilation directives and automatic parallelization. In the first approach, compilation directives are used to guide the compilation process, where code transformations and modifications are applied on annotated code regions to obtain a parallel code version for a target platform.
In compilation directives category, the OpenMP (Dagum e Menon, 1998) (OpenMP-ARB, 2011, 2013, 2015) (OpenMP API Site, 2012) (Chapman et al., 2007) is the most known and used in multi-core applications. Multiple compilers have support to OpenMP implementations, such as GCC (GCC, 2015; GNU Libgomp, 2015c), Intel icc (Intel, 2016a,b) and LLVM clang (Lattner e Adve, 2004; LLVM OpenMP, 2015). The OpenMP 4.0 specification covers the code offloading to accelerators devices (OpenMP-ARB, 2013). The GCC libgomp (GNU Libgomp, 2015a,b, 2016a,b) have generated code using the OpenACC standard (OpenACC, 2012, 2015b).

Among the tools that make use of compilation directives to transform and generate code are OpenMC (Lee e Eigenmann, 2010), hiCUDA (Han e Abdelrahman, 2009) (Han e Abdelrahman, 2011) (hiCUDA Project, 2012), CGCM (Jablin et al., 2011) that optimizes communication and data transfers, PGI compilers (PGROUP, 2015, 2013, 2010) OpenHMPP (CAPS, 2012) tools and accULL (Reyes et al., 2012) are compilers that implement the OpenACC standard (OpenACC, 2012, 2015b) (OpenACC, 2011, 2013).

The automatic code parallelization is an approach where the code translation should occur without modifications on original code and without programmer intervention. For this outcome, these approaches apply models and techniques to automatically detect which regions of code are parallelizable. Most of the tools use the Polyhedral Model (Bastoul, 2004) (Benabderrahmane et al., 2010) (Grosser e Simburger, 2014) or equivalent concepts. Some examples of tools in this category are C-to-CUDA (Baskaran et al., 2010), Par4All (Amini et al., 2012; Par4All Site, 2012), Polly (Grosser e Zheng, 2010; Grosser et al., 2011, 2012), PPCG (Verdoolaege et al., 2013), KernelGen (Mikushin et al., 2014; Mikushin e Likhogrud, 2012; Mikushin et al., 2013) and Polly-ACC (Grosser e Hoefler, 2016).

With the goal of facilitate the development and attract users from other contexts and languages, and for their applications can use the available resources on these platforms, bindings and libraries have been developed. Among the bindings are PyCUDA and PyOpenCL (Klöckner et al., 2012; PyCUDA, 2012) for Python, and JCuda (JCuda, 2012; Yan et al., 2009) and JOCL (JOCL, 2012) that are bindings for Java. Besides these options, the manufacturers have invested on own solutions that facilitate the use of their platforms, Aparapi (Aparapi, 2011) is a API that convert at runtime Java bytecode to OpenCL, enabling code execution on CPUs and GPUs. The CUDA has been widely used in heterogeneous platforms with GPUs, which motivates the development of tools such as CU2CL (CUDA-to-OpenCL) (Martinez et al., 2011) that are the source-to-source compilers, which do the code translation to other models, in this case OpenCL.

In this context, our work is directly related to the automatic parallelization approach and is composed of two parts: compilation tool and runtime. The focus this thesis is presents the runtime whose main goal is to provide support to OpenMP applications, choosing according to the operational intensity the appropriate code version in the offloading process to other devices at runtime.

The following section discusses the research problem and the context of this work. The proposed approach and methodology are described in the Section 1.2. The objectives of this thesis are presented in Section 1.3 and the main contributions of this work are in the Section 1.4. Finally, the thesis organization is described in the Section 1.5.
1.1 Research Problem

Nowadays the programming is not more restricted to Computer Science contexts. Applications are present in all fields of Science ranging from engineering to medicine. In the context of these areas, especially in engineering, there are several legacy code applications that were written in C or Fortran languages and for others platforms such as MPI.

There is a wide gap between the applications needs and the potential for parallel execution introduced by modern platforms. These platforms bring together different processing elements and various technologies, which makes these platforms increasingly heterogeneous.

The current scenario has in one side platforms with multi-core systems, coprocessors (Intel, 2013; Newburn et al., 2013) and GPUs (NVIDIA, 2013) that provide great processing power, and in the other side legacy code applications that are still used. One of the main challenges of these modern platforms is the coexistence with other platforms, technologies and programming languages that are consolidated and widely used.

From the point of view of the applications, whether a new application or legacy code applications, they will always require improvement in performance. Improvements that can be achieved by exploiting the potential parallelism hidden in their code by using the resources available on these platforms. But these computing resources are almost inaccessible in some cases, due to the related complexity to develop new applications or translate existing applications code for these modern platforms.

This scenario was also described by Asanovic et al. (2009), the authors defend the need for Structural and Computational Patterns in Parallel Computing. These patterns improve the portability of parallel programming applications, while also allowing specialization of applications with the same behavior. In some situations it is not a matter of achieving the highest possible performance, but instead of making the application achieve acceptable performance, benefiting from a new parallel computing platform (Asanovic et al., 2009).

In the same way this situation is reported as needed for code modernization (Intel, 2015b). Normally, the legacy code applications have no advantages in the use of new available resources when executing in these modern platforms. The authors give reasons and present advantages and a methodology to reach this goal.

Given these new platforms and programming models, there few direct support for the code of existing applications to be rewritten. The code rewriting process is very expensive in terms of time and it is often impractical. The coexistence with legacy code applications requires solutions that support the execution of applications in new or preexisting models and platforms.

Writing new applications or translating legacy code applications for these new platforms is a non trivial task. In order to facilitate the development and attracting developers from other contexts, languages bindings and libraries have been developed, enabling the use of accelerators in the widely used programming languages.

In general, developers for these platforms experience the same difficulties found in other parallel programming models. The hardware available does not always provide a simple and friendly Application Programming Interface (API), on contrary it usually requires the learning a new language and a new development paradigm. The main difficulty in some cases is on the provided parallel programming model.

Aiming to overcome this difficulty, projects has moved efforts to provide mechanisms that facili-
ate the development of applications. Tools generate code for multi-core or GPUs based on OpenMP or OpenACC directives that are added in the original code, or discovering the parallelizable regions automatically. These tools help the developer in the abstraction of solutions and the obtained results have been satisfactory, but are far from ideal.

Ideally, the connection between these contexts should be made by compilation tools that transform and translate the code applications in more efficiently versions that works using new features of these platforms. Working in code modernization to use the vectorization support in basic platform, or generating a parallel versions in the cases that the workload exceed its capacity.

In the context of our runtime, there are versions of the parallelizable code regions and we need to choose the better or appropriate device to execute. The code offloading decision is taken at runtime using the operational intensity that is calculated during the part of code execution.

1.2 Proposed Approach and Methodology

Our proposal is related with automatic parallelization and offloading of legacy code applications. Normally, they are applications that were written in C/C++ and Fortran. Parallelization of this kind of applications consists in trying to parallelize code that may have not been written considering a parallel model. For obtain this result our proposal includes a parallelizing compiler (Wolfe, 1996) that should be able to detect parallelizable regions in the code and generate parallel versions for it. Moreover, for code offloading we need a runtime to execute the code and choose the best version of code considering the available devices on platform.

Thereby our proposal is divided naturally into two basic parts: compilation tool to prepare the input code with multiple versions for parallel regions, and a runtime that can explore heterogeneous elements using operational intensity to decide about code offloading. These two parts are described in following sections, we present the compilation tool work flow idea, which will be discussed in future works. The focus is on the runtime behavior, how it works intercepting calls to OpenMP runtime and how to take decisions in the code offloading process.

The main goal of runtime is to provide support to OpenMP code execution that cover the multi-core systems and try code offloading to accelerators devices, as coprocessors or GPUs. The generated OpenMP code have functions with code versions of parallel loops and a table with pointers to these alternatives functions. The appropriate version will be chosen possibly doing offloading for other devices at runtime.

The decision between code offloading or continuing the execution in multi-core CPUs is based in operational intensity that is calculated using measures of performance counters.

For offloading proposes, the runtime needed to control the execution of threads, and decide when to make the offloading and what is the better device to execute the code. Initially, the execution starts with OpenMP code, which will have some of their calls intercepted by the control of the execution of threads in CPU.

The runtime libraries intercept calls made by application to OpenMP runtime. For hooking OpenMP calls we developed a library (libhookomp) that is described in Chapter 3.

The interception mechanism used is a hooking technique applied at Application Binary Interface (ABI) level. Our library can be pre-loaded and it supports the interception of some kinds of calls to OpenMP runtime. It control the threads execution interacting with the other runtime libraries.
For each parallel region a time of threads is created by OpenMP runtime. During the execution one thread of OpenMP threads team is registered when it enter in loop. The thread collects the values of Performance Counters at runtime and take the decision about code offloading.

The offloading is decide by another library (libroofline) that implements the Roofline Model (Williams et al., 2009) concepts and it has being used to decide about the code offloading. A basic concept in the Roofline Model is the operational intensity, which is defined as the relation between operations and memory traffic in bytes (number of operations divided by memory traffic) (Williams et al., 2009).

With these collected performance counters values are calculated the operational intensity, attainable performance and the execution time for each considered device. Our decision model takes the decision about the code offloading and choose the better device to execute the code.

Currently, our runtime is able to choose the better device (multi-core or GPU) according the operational intensity of code. We are getting measures in all levels of memory hierarchy to know the amount of bytes that are moved to execute the code. As our work try offloading to GPU, it is needed to consider the data transfers between host memory and GPU global memory.

1.3 Objectives

This work has as main objectives:

Study the use of performance counters and operational intensity on offloading decision

The most tools that try to make the code offloading are compilation tools. They use the size of data for decide about the offloading. The decision is normally a static decision that is taken in compilation time for generate the code for the target or using the data sizes during the execution.

This work aims using the operating intensity that is calculated dynamically at run time based on performance counters.

Provide mechanisms for offloading in heterogeneous platforms

Modern platforms become increasingly heterogeneous, being composed of the various processing elements, so the exploration and effective use of available resources is needed for performance improvements.

The study of strategies and mechanisms that can decide about the offloading at run time using the dynamic behavior of applications execution on this platforms are welcome in this new scenario.

Create a runtime able to decide about code offloading at run time

The libraries of runtime are working transparently, if the input code is prepared with the alternative functions for devices. The interception library together the roofline library is able to control the threads and take the offloading decision.
1.4 Main Contributions

Our contribution is in the use of operational intensity and a simple decision model at run time. The runtime libraries are intercepting the applications calls to OpenMP runtime, controlling the execution of threads and collecting values of performance counters to calculate the operational intensity. The main contributions of this work are:

The use of operational intensity in offloading decision at run time

The experiments have shown that the operational intensity can be used in decision about offloading. Even with some hardware restrictions, it is possible the use of a strategy for get measures of performance counter values.

The development of runtime library for hooking the OpenMP applications and support the code offloading

In addition to using the library for offloading, the strategy can be used for control the OpenMP threads for monitoring and create traces.

The development of runtime library to collect and implements a simple model to make the decision about offloading

The library that implements Roofline Model concepts use a simple model to make the decision about the offloading. As the decision is taken at run time overhead of model must be minimum.

1.5 Thesis Organization

In this chapter we introduced our research problem, the context of our proposal, as well as the objectives and contributions of this work. The related works are in Chapter 2. In the Chapter 3 is showed the method for intercepting calls to OpenMP runtime that was used on hooking library development of the our runtime. The Chapter 4 describes how to the operational intensity can be used in making decision on code offloading for accelerators devices. The experiments and results about the using of our runtime are presented in the Chapter 5. We present the next steps and future works in the Chapter 6. Finally, in Chapter 7 are discussed some conclusions obtained with the implementation and experiments with our runtime.
Chapter 2

Related Works

This chapter presents the works that are related to the research developed in this thesis. Most of the tools that make offloading or generate code to execution of parallel phases on accelerators devices are in the compilation, optimization and code generation area, are Compilers.

Some compilation tools and runtimes make code offloading to accelerators devices. These include the Par4All (Amini et al., 2012), the PPCG (Verdoolaege et al., 2013), the KernelGen (Mikushin et al., 2014; Mikushin e Likhogrud, 2012; Mikushin et al., 2013) and the Polly-ACC (Grosser e Hoeller, 2016). These tools generate parallel code for GPU detecting parallelizable regions without the needed to do any modifications in the original code. Some of them have used compilation directives and other tools try to detect automatically the SCoPs that are targets of optimization.

The main idea of our approach is that values of performance counters can be collected at runtime and applied to a decision model then this model is able to decide on the code offloading based on operational intensity. The operational intensity has been used to study the behavior of programs on platforms, and which optimizations can be applied in the code to improve the performance (Williams et al., 2009).

The hooking technique that we are using to intercept the OpenMP calls is also used by others works for logging and trace proposes (Trahay et al., 2011).

The tools StarPU (Augonnet et al., 2010) and Apollo (Sukumaran-Rajam et al., 2014), which are tools that try to execute code in platforms multi-core with GPUs, also use alternative functions for the code offloading.

The code offloading to accelerators devices has been covered in OpenMP 4.0 specification (OpenMP-ARB, 2013, 2015) and in the OpenACC standard (OpenACC, 2011, 2013, 2015a). But, the offloading must be defined explicitly by developer using compilation directives.

2.1 Compilation Tools and Runtimes for Offloading

Most of the works that concern the use of accelerators devices are compilation tools. Many make the source-to-source translation C or Fortran code to parallel versions to CUDA (NVIDIA, 2015a, 2014a) and OpenCL (Khronos, 2013).

These tools are related with the automatic code parallelization approach. Where these tools apply models and techniques to automatically detect which regions of code are parallelizable. Most of
the tools use the Polyhedral Model (Bastoul, 2004) (Benabderrahmane et al., 2010) (Grosser e Simbürger, 2014) or equivalent concepts.

The C-to-CUDA (Baskaran et al., 2010) is a implementation of a transformation system that generates parallel CUDA code, which is optimized for data accesses, from input sequential C code, for regular (affine) programs.

Par4All (Amini et al., 2012) is a source-to-source compiler that integrate several tools for optimize and parallelize sequential code written in C and Fortran languages. It is not based on Polyhedral Model but it uses an abstract interpretation for array regions (Creusillet e Irigoin, 1996). The tools are integrated using Python scripts, the main script p4a implements a optimization and parallelization process flow using the PIPS (Amini et al., 2011) that available in the PYPS binding for python (Guelton et al., 2011). The Par4All generates code for multi-core (OpenMP), GPUs and some embedded systems platforms. In the case of the generated GPU code the NVIDIA compiler (nvcc) and libraries of CUDA SDK are used to generate the final code.

The PPCG (Polyhedral Parallel Code Generation) (Verdoolaege et al., 2013) is other source-to-source compiler that generates OpenMP, CUDA and OpenCL code using polyhedral model concepts. To extract the model characteristics (iteration domain, accesses relations and schedule), the PPCG uses the pet (Verdoolaege e Grosser, 2012). It uses the library isl (Integer Set Library) (Verdoolaege, 2010) to create the representations and apply operations on the polyhedral model. The PPCG creates a new schedule for the code exploring the tiling transformation, it uses in this process an algorithm based on PLuTo (Bondhugula, 2012; Bondhugula et al., 2007, 2008) that is implemented using the isl libraries.

The code generated by PPCG is divided em two parts, one is the main code to execute in the host and other part is the GPU kernels. The loop iterations mapping on grids, blocks and threads are made according the parameter tile size. Nested loops are considered by pairs, the out most external (tile loop) iterates on tiles and the inner most (point loop) iterates inside the tiles. The external loops are mapped to blocks of a grid, while the internal loops are mapped to threads of on block (Verdoolaege et al., 2013).

The KernelGen (Mikushin et al., 2014; Mikushin e Likhogrud, 2012; Mikushin et al., 2013) integrates other tools to generate GPU kernels automatically. This tool is based on LLVM projects (Lattner, 2008; Lattner e Adve, 2004), among the used projects are PoLLy (Grosser et al., 2010) and the NVPTX backend (NVPTX, 2013) that generates PTX code. The KernelGen is part of the automatic detection of parallelizable regions approach.

In contrast to the traditional execution model, in which the code runs in the CPU is responsible for controlling the execution flow launching the execution of kernels and the data transfer between the host memory and the device memory, the KernelGen model is centered in the GPU, the main code executes in GPU side.

According the Mikushin et al. (2014) when the application is starting all the control and kernels are loaded to GPU, because the authors consider that the execution is more efficient in the GPU, even serial code parts. In this execution model takes advantage of the availability of data in the GPU memory, the data transfers costs are avoided. However the launch of the others kernels execution and the code execution in CPU side is made using callbacks that triggers the execution and launch other functions.

The PoLLy (Grosser e Zheng, 2010; Grosser et al., 2011, 2012) is a polyhedral model implemen-
2.2 Roofline Model

The operational intensity is a concept well known and has been used to study the behavior of programs code on platforms, and which optimizations can be applied in the code to improve the performance.

The original Roofline Model (Williams et al., 2009) proposes to calculate the operational intensity \( I \) using measures of number of arithmetic instructions \( W \) and memory traffic \( Q \) between Main Memory and the Last Level Cache (LLC). What may be not appropriate for on the current processors architectures. For multi-core and different organizations of memory is necessary to obtain measures considering all levels of the memory hierarchy (LLC, L2 and L1).

The original Roofline Model (Williams et al., 2009) and the extensions use the Operational Intensity \( I \) that is the relation between Work \( W \) in terms of floating pointing operations and DRAM traffic in bytes \( Q \), where \( Q = Q_{\text{read}} + Q_{\text{write}} \) (Equation 2.1).

\[
I = \frac{W}{Q}
\]  

(2.1)

With the operational intensity is possible to calculate the Attainable Performance using the Equation 2.2.

\[
AP = \min\{FLOPS, MB \times I\}
\]  

(2.2)

Where:

AP: Attainable Performance in GFlops/sec.

FLOPS: Peak Floating Point Performance.

MB: Peak Memory Bandwidth.

I: Operational Intensity.

The Peak Floating Point Performance and Peak Memory Bandwidth can be obtained from devices manuals or using benchmarks.

The Roofline Model Graph shows Figure 2.1.
In this graph when the application code have operational intensity equal 1 this means that the amount of bytes that were moved in memory hierarchy is equal of the number os floating point instructions executed in the code.

Operational intensity less than 1 characterizes the code as memory-bound. Otherwise, when the operational intensity is more than 1 the code is considered compute-bound, i.e have more instructions than memory operations.

The work of Ofenbeck et al. (2014) shows how to apply the Roofline Model in modern processors. The authors assert that the $W$ is a property of the chosen algorithm and does not depend on the platform. And $Q$ is dependent of platform features such as cache levels (memory hierarchy), and in the most cases $Q$ can be only estimated, the exact values have to determined by measurements.

The gemm can be used to exemplify the idea. The code is showed on Code 2.1, the code execute the $C \leftarrow \alpha AB + \beta C$.

```c
# DATA_TYPE *A = (DATA_TYPE *) malloc(NI * NK * sizeof(DATA_TYPE));
# DATA_TYPE *B = (DATA_TYPE *) malloc(NK * NJ * sizeof(DATA_TYPE));
# DATA_TYPE *C = (DATA_TYPE *) malloc(NI * NJ * sizeof(DATA_TYPE));

void gemm(DATA_TYPE *A, DATA_TYPE *B, DATA_TYPE *C) {
    int i, j, k;
    for (i = 0; i < NI; i++) {
        for (j = 0; j < NJ; j++) {
            C[i * NJ + j] = BETA;
            for (k = 0; k < NK; ++k) {
                C[i * NJ + j] += ALPHA * A[i * NK + k] * B[k * NJ + j];
            }
        }
    }
}
```

Código 2.1: The Sample code gemm
In this code we have three matrices \( (A, B \text{ and } C) \). Each matrix have \( N^2 \) elements, considering \( NI = NJ = NK \). So \( N^2 \) elements of \( DATA\_TYPE = double \) (8 bytes) is \( 8 \times N^2 \), that is \( 24N^2 \) of space in memory to store three structures. The \( A, B \text{ and } C \) are read and only \( C \) is read and written.

The line 9 \( C \) is updated with \( \beta \) constant \( (C[i\times NJ+j] = BETA \times C[i\times NJ+j]) \), this line is executed \( NI \times NJ \) times, this results in \( NI \times NJ \) reads and \( NI \times NJ \) writes to cache. Depending of cache write policies, at this point only reads (compulsory reads) are made from main memory to read \( C \) elements \( (NI \times NJ \) reads) or writes to main memory are made \( (NI \times NJ \) writes to update \( C \) elements with \( \beta \) constant multiply).

To complete the operation, at line 11 the \( C \) is in cache, and the \( A \) and \( B \) elements need to be read. The expanded operation \((C[i\times NJ+j] = ALPHA*A[i\times NK+k]*B[k\times NJ+j]+C[i\times NJ+j])\) use the current element of \( C \) in cache and read the \( A \) and \( B \) elements. The value is computed and stored in \( C \).

In general, looking at the code statically the operation of \( C \leftarrow \alpha AB + \beta C \) the code read the matrices \( A, B \text{ and } C \), and write elements in \( C \). The amount of bytes on memory traffic between main memory and the last level cache will be \( 3 \times N^2 \times 8 = 24N^2 \), considering the size of double as 8 bytes. The total of arithmetic operations is 3 multiplies and 1 add.

\[
\begin{align*}
W(n) &= 2N^3 + 2N^2 \\
Q_r &= 24N^2 \\
Q_w &= 8N^2 \\
Q(n) &= Q_r + Q_w \\
Q(n) &= 32N^2 \\
I &= \frac{2(N \times N^2) + 2N^2}{32N^2} \\
I &= \frac{2(N \times N^2) + 2N^2}{32N^2} \\
I &= \frac{2N + 2}{32} \\
I &= \frac{N + 1}{16}
\end{align*}
\]

In this sample code, \( N \geq 15 \) is enough to the code be classified as compute-bound in the considered device.

It is correct, but to obtain more accurate measures is necessary to know about the final code generated to target platform, considering platforms that have different kind of instructions sets. For example, the multiplication instruction can not exist on a target platform, being necessary to carry out the operation with successive additions. Which leads to a mapping instruction \( 1 : N \) (one instruction on algorithm level, generate \( N \) instructions on target machine code).

Statically can be difficult to know about all the memory access, mainly in loops with unknown limits. In some cases, it is not known the amount of iterations to be executed by loop. This information only appear during the execution and when you have the dynamic behavior of code.

The cache policies to write data can be:

**Write-Trough.** The data is updated in the cache and in the main memory. The performance may be degraded due to latency Main Memory, as each written in the cache generates a write in the Memory that is slower.

**Write-Around.** is a similar to write-through, but write I/O is written directly to Main Memory, bypassing the cache.
Write-back or Copy-back. The data is written directly to cache and at the final the data is updated on Main Memory.

Konstantinidis e Cotronis (2015) introduced the Quadrant-Split model as a derivation of Roofline Model and an alternative that provide insights on the performance limiting factors of multiple devices to the same kernel in the same graph.

Another approach used by Lorenzo et al. (2013) was named of Dynamic Roofline Model (DyRM) and divide the code in slices to measure each one, and creates rooflines to each part and combines all at the final in one graph trying to capture the code behavior in a more dynamic manner. Measuring parts of the code show the code evolution during the execution (Lorenzo et al., 2014).

The recent works have proposed extensions to original Roofline Model, which consider all levels in the memory hierarchy to get the traffic, and calculate the operational intensity counting other instructions in addition to arithmetic instructions (Aleksandar Ilic e Sousa, 2015; Ilic et al., 2014) (Lo et al., 2015). The work of (Caparrós Cabezas e Püschel, 2014) presents an extension of the roofline model that provides a more detailed bottleneck analysis considering other hardware parameters.

To access events and metrics to create the rooflines graphs, the most of works have been used performance counters that are captured during the program execution. The performance counters values are processed and analyzed using the Roofline Model concepts after the execution and statically.

### 2.3 Performance Counters

To calculate the amount of floating point instructions that were executed and the memory traffic, we must have access to devices performance counters. These counters are available as events and metrics. To access events and metrics on Intel CPUs we can use the PCM (Intel, 2015c) and for NVIDIA GPUs the CUPTI can be used (NVIDIA, 2014b, 2015b). In addition to these libraries of manufacturers there are other tools such as PAPI (Mucci et al., 1999) which help in abstraction and facilitate the capture and use of performance counters across systems as different processors.

The IA-64 and IA-32 architecture processors have a Performance Monitoring Unit (PMU). This unit have a set of Model Specific Register (MSRs). The PMU counters and counter control registers are implemented using these registers. The access is made by special instructions (RDMSR and WRMSR) and according of the privilege level in which the application is running. The sampling features have been improved with Precise Event-Based Sampling (PEBS) (Intel, 2015a) in PMU. The mechanism enables the PMU to capture the architectural state and IP at the completion of the instruction that caused the event.

In the processors of Intel Sandy Bridge and Ivy Bridge architectures have available 11 hardware performance counters per core. Of these 3 are fixed counters for core cycles, reference cycles and core instructions executed. The other 8 are programmable counters with minimal restrictions.

In the processors with enabled Hyper Threading support the 8 programmable counters are divided and turn into 4 per thread. Since each logical processor is considered by the Operating System as a physical processor and each thread must maintain the execution context, the measures per thread will use own hardware counters. Further, when the hardware platform run with non-maskable interrupt (NMI) timer active, one of the four remaining counters can be used for this
control. At the final the number os available counter is 3 per thread. In the use of PAPI is only guaranteed 3 programmable counters at a given time, in addition to the 3 fixed counters.

Most tools utilizes the same method to obtain the measurements. The code is instrumented with functions calls that are inserted by programmer to initialization of counters before the region of interest and after others calls are inserted to retrieve the events and metric values.

The GNU/Linux perf is currently implemented as a kernel module that permits non intrusive measurements because the application code is not instrumented to make measurements. The events and metrics are observed by the kernel during the application execution.

In terms of portability, the PAPI is presented as a good option, because it covers CPUs of different architectures and manufacturers, and in addition it has support for components. It is able to access the measures of native events available in the perf. It have another component for CUDA (cuda), which it uses the CUPTI to retrieve counters, metrics and events of NVIDIA GPUs.

2.4 Hooking

The hooking technique that we are using to intercept the OpenMP calls is also used by others works for many proposes, including debugging and monitoring devices and Operating System modules, creating logs and traces of runtimes and applications execution (Trahay et al., 2011) (Mohr et al., 2002). Basically, it can be used to extend functionalities by code injection loading shared libraries.

The EZTrace (Trahay et al., 2011) intercepts by hooking not only OpenMP libraries. It is a trace generator for applications of HPC context, including hybrid applications with MPI, OpenMP and CUDA. The EZtrace generates input files for trace visualization tools.

Mohr et al. (2002) proposes the POMP interface with directives and functions to allow OpenMP code instrumentation catching events of parallel regions, loops, synchronization and runtime libraries. But this work does not use interception, it is need to use directives to annotate the code.

2.5 OpenMP Support for Offloading and Accelerators

The OpenMP 4.0 specification (OpenMP-ARB, 2013, 2015) covers the use of accelerators. The GNU libomp (GNU Libomp, 2015a,b, 2016a,b) implements the support for offloading devices using the OpenACC (OpenACC, 2011, 2013, 2015a).

The execution model is like a classical launching of GPU kernels, it is host-centric execution and the host device offloads target regions to target devices. Threads can not migrate from one to another device.

When a target construct is encountered, the target region demarcated with compilation directive #pragma omp target is executed by the implicit device task. The other tasks that encounter the target construct waits at the end of the construct until execution of the region completes. In the same way of the directives if the implementation have no support to target device or the target device does not exist, the generated code for all target regions are executed by the host device.

This execution model behavior and characteristics are the same used in OpenACC.
2.6 Final Considerations

Regarding that generate code for heterogeneous devices, the most part are compilers. The final code is generated in most of cases separately or code to CPU or to GPU. The works that try to decide in execution time have considered only the size of data.

The Roofline Model concepts as operational intensity are being used statically, in most cases they are used in the study of programs behavior during the execution. The results of execution are processed and the optimizations are applied in the code. The optimized code is executed again to obtain new results. These works do not use operational intensity dynamically and at run time.

The programming models of OpenMP and OpenACC that cover the offloading for legacy code need the annotations in the code using compilation directives. The user needs to declare explicitly the code regions that will be offloaded.
Chapter 3

HOOKOMP: Hooking calls to OpenMP Runtime

In this chapter are presented the concepts and the study about OpenMP compilation directives implementation that were used for development of our interception library – HOOKOMP. The main goal this part of work is provides support to OpenMP applications execution. The idea is that this part of the model, which is under the responsibility of the proposed runtime, is able to execute the prepared input code and intercept the application calls to OpenMP runtime.

We have adopted the use of OpenMP code format for runtime input code. This decision satisfies one of the initial project requirements, that was to generate code for multicore and accelerator devices. This decision complies with the requirements and it has contributed with a well structured and well defined code format. The format facilitates the dynamic identification of code blocks such as parallel regions and loops. These blocks are the structures that are intercepted by our library. This library works together the libroofline library that is described in the Chapter 4.

The input code format is flexible enough to allow that it can be generated by the compilation tool or written manually using OpenMP directives. It only needs to be prepared with alternative functions for parallelizable regions.

The interceptable format is an OpenMP code post directives expansion. This kind of code have no compilation directives, it is the application code before the linking process. The application code with calls to defined functions of the OpenMP runtime Application Binary Interface (ABI).

Considering that the application have alternatives versions of parallelizable code regions. Our runtime will control the execution intercepting the code and getting the measures of the performance counters. So, it will can decide about the offloading to other devices according the operational intensity of the considered code. The better device and the appropriate version will be chosen in the offloading process at runtime. We are considering accelerators devices like GPUs or coprocessors.

3.1 Study of Compilation Directives and Expanded OpenMP Code

The compilation directives is one of the approaches that has excelled in the context of parallel computing, because annotating code is usually easier than rewriting it. OpenMP implements the fork-join model, in which multiple threads of execution perform tasks defined implicitly or explicitly by OpenMP directives (OpenMP-ARB, 2011, 2013, 2015).
Compilation directives are used as annotations that provide tips about the original code and guide the compiler in the parallelization process of candidate regions. These directives are commonly implemented using the pre-processing directives `#pragma`, in C/C++, and sentinels `!$`, in the Fortran language. During the pre-processing, the tokens that compose the directive are replaced by the expanded code with calls to OpenMP runtime, if the annotated code is analyzed by a compiler that supports OpenMP (Dagum e Menon, 1998; OpenMP API Site, 2012; OpenMP-ARB, 2011, 2013, 2015), such as GCC (GCC, 2015; GNU Libgomp, 2015a) and LLVM clang (Lattner e Adve, 2004; LLVM Clang, 2015; LLVM OpenMP, 2015). Each directive is expanded in a code with specific format.

From the annotated blocks, the runtime can generate implicit threads to execute the parallel regions or assign to some other thread the execution of explicit tasks defined by the programmer using the `task` directive.

As we want to intercept OpenMP code, a study about the implementation of compilation directives was made in the libgomp (GNU Libgomp, 2015a,b, 2016a,b, 2015c), the OpenMP implementation for GCC. The library recently had the name changed of GNU OpenMP Runtime Library to GNU Offloading and Multi Processing Runtime Library and it is able to make code offloading using OpenACC (OpenACC, 2012, 2015b) (OpenACC, 2011, 2013, 2015a).

We verified the format of code generated by GCC with libgomp library. As loops parallelization is target of the work, the constructors of `parallel region` and work sharing (`parallel for`) were studied separately and combined. We generated the code in several GCC versions (4.8, 4.9, 5.3, 6.1) to verify the format. In this text we adopted the GCC 4.8, because this version presented a more consistent format for interception.

Furthermore, as one of the future goals of this research is to develop a compilation tool using LLVM projects, we verified the LLVM PoLLy (Grosser et al., 2011, 2012) support to generating parallel code for OpenMP target. Currently, only the loop schedule of the `runtime` type is generated by PoLLy.

### 3.1.1 Parallel Regions: `parallel` constructor

Threads are created from annotated code blocks. The master thread executes sequentially until it finds the first parallel region. The similar fork operation creates a team of threads to execute a parallel region, the master thread is part of the team. Nested parallel regions are allowed. When all threads in a team reach the barrier that marks the end of the parallel region, the team is destroyed and the master thread continues the execution alone until it finds a new parallel region.

Parallel regions are created in OpenMP using the `#pragma omp parallel` constructor. This is the most important directive in OpenMP, it is responsible for indicating parallelizable code regions. When a parallel region is found, the group of threads that will execute the code in parallel is created. However, this constructor does not divide the work among the threads, it only creates the threads for parallel region. The code format of parallel construct is showed in Code 3.1.

```c
# pragma omp parallel
{  
  body;
}
```

Código 3.1: Parallel directive format
This directive is implemented with the creation of an outlined function using the source code contained in body. The libgomp (GNU Libgomp, 2015a,c) uses the functions to delimit the code region. The two functions related with parallel regions in libgomp ABI are listed in Box 3.1.1, these functions are called to delimit the parallel regions.

Box 3.1.1: The LibGOMP ABI - Functions related with parallel directive

```c
void GOMP_parallel_start(void (*fn)(void *), void *data, unsigned num_threads)
void GOMP_parallel_end(void)
```

After the code processing, the expanded code assumes the format showed in Code 3.2.

```c
/* A new function is created. */
void subfunction (void *data){
  use data;
  body;
}
/* Directive is replaced by calls to runtime for create parallel region */
setup data;
g GOMP_parallel_start ( subfunction , &data, num_threads) ;
subfunction(&data);
g GOMP_parallel_end ();
```

### Código 3.2: Expanded code format for parallel directive

The expanded code generated by GCC for parallel directive is showed in Code 3.3.

```c
/* A new function is created. */
main._omp_fn.0 (struct .omp_data_s.0 * .omp_data_i) {
  return;
}
main () {
  int i;
  int D.1804;
  struct .omp_data_s.0 .omp_data_o.l;
  <bb 2>:
  .omp_data_o.l.i = i;
  __builtin_GOMP_parallel_start (main._omp_fn.0, &.omp_data_o.l, 0);
  main._omp_fn.0 (&.omp_data_o.l);
  __builtin_GOMP_parallel_end ();
  i = .omp_data_o.l.i;
  D.1804 = 0;
  <L0>:
  return D.1804;
}
```

### Código 3.3: Expanded code generated by GCC for parallel directive
A struct omp_data is created to pass arguments for outlined function that implements the parallel region.

### 3.1.2 Loops: for constructor

A team of threads is created when a parallel region is reached, but with only a parallel region constructor all threads will execute the same code. It is necessary distribute and coordinate the parallel execution. The for constructor is used to share work among the threads of team that was created in parallel region. The Code 3.4 shows a parallel region with a loop inside, which is equivalent to combined mode of constructors showed in the Code 3.5.

```
#pragma omp parallel
{
  #pragma omp for
  for (i = lb; i <= ub; i++)
  
    body;
}
```

**Código 3.4: For directive inside a parallel region**

The work is divided according of the adopted scheduling of loop iterations. The scheduling type is defined using schedule clause. This clause define how iterations of the associated loops are divided into contiguous non-empty subsets, called chunks (OpenMP-ARB, 2011, 2013, 2015). The scheduling is a manner how these chunks are distributed among threads of the team.

The OpenMP allow the use of some scheduling types: static, auto, runtime, dynamic and guided. In addition, we are considering in our analysis the unspecified type for situations when the schedule is not specified using the schedule clause.

Using the scheduling type static the iterations set is divided into sub-sets (chunks) according the chunk_size value. The chunks are assigned to the threads of team in a round-robin fashion respecting the order of the thread number. When the chunk_size value is not specified, the iteration space is divided into chunks that are approximately equal in size, and at most one chunk is distributed to each thread. In this case the chunk_size is defined by number of iterations divided by number of threads. The schedule clause declaration for this type is schedule (static [, chunk_size]).

In the scheduling type dynamic the iterations are distributed to threads by chunks considering the availability of each thread. The threads request new chunks to execute when finish the previous work. Each thread executes a chunk of iterations, then requests another chunk, until there is no more work to be distributed. The schedule clause declaration for dynamic type is schedule (dynamic [, chunk_size]). Each chunk contains chunk_size iterations, except for the last chunk, which may have fewer iterations. When no chunk_size is specified, the default value is 1.

In the scheduling guided the iterations are assigned to threads in chunks as in the dynamic type. The different behavior in the distribution is determined by the chunk_size value that is passed to the OpenMP runtime. If the chunk_size is 1, the size of each chunk is proportional to the number of unassigned iterations divided by the number of threads in the team, decreasing to 1. For a chunk_size with a k value greater than 1, the size of each chunk is determined in the same way, with the restriction that the chunks do not contain fewer than k iterations (except
for the last chunk, which may have fewer than \( k \) iterations). When the `chunk_size` value is not specified, it defaults to 1. The schedule clause declaration for guided type is `schedule(guided[,chunk_size])`.

In the scheduling type `auto` the decision regarding scheduling is delegated to the compiler and/or runtime system. The schedule clause declaration for auto type is `schedule(auto)`.

In the same way, in the scheduling runtime the decision about the scheduling is deferred until run time, and the schedule and `chunk_size` are taken from the internal control variable `run-sched-var` (ICV). The schedule clause declaration for runtime type is `schedule(runtime)`. For both `auto` and `runtime` schedules the `chunk_size` value must not be specified.

Similarly to processing of parallel constructor, the `parallel for` directive is also implemented by creating a new outlined function with the source code of the loop. The format of combined directive `parallel for` is shown in the Code 3.6.

```
1 #pragma omp parallel for num_threads (number_of_threads) schedule ({auto, static , dynamic, guided, runtime}, {variable/expression | numerical value/constant })
```

Código 3.6: Combined parallel for directive with schedule, chunk size and number of threads definitions

When the scheduling algorithm is not specified the compiler generates the code using libgomp ABI functions for static scheduling. The function calls that delimit the parallel region will surround the outlined function call. The used functions to delimit the parallel code region and construct the loop format are listed in the Box 3.1.2.

Box 3.1.2: The LibGOMP ABI – Functions used on parallel for implementation

```
bool GOMP_loop_static_next(long *, long *)
void GOMP_loop_end_nowait(void)
void GOMP_parallel_loop_static(void (*)(void *, void *, unsigned, long, long, long, unsigned))
void GOMP_parallel_end(void)
```

According with the libgomp manual (GNU Libgomp, 2015c) the expanded code that replace the parallel loop declaration is composed of an outlined function and calls to create the parallel region. The control of loop iterations chunks that are executed by each thread is inside the new function. The expanded code format is showed in the Code 3.7.

```
1 void subfunction (void *data){
2    long _s0, _e0;
3    while (GOMP_loop_static_next (&_s0, &_e0)){
4      long _el = _e0, i;
5      for (i = _s0; i < _el; i++)
6         body;
7    } 
8    GOMP_loop_end_nowait ();
9 }
10 */ Directive is replaced. */
11 GOMP_parallel_loop_static (subfunction, NULL, 0, lb, ub+1, 1, 0);
12 subfunction (NULL);
13 GOMP_parallel_end ();
```
Código 3.7: Expanded code for parallel for directive

The Code 3.8 and Code 3.9 show the use of static scheduling in two loops. The first loop with loop upper bound assuming a numerical value and the second one using a variable to define the upper bound.

```c
#pragma omp parallel for schedule(static)
for (i = 0; i < 1024; i++){
  // body.
}
```

Código 3.8: Static loop with upper bound using value

```c
n = 1024;
#pragma omp parallel for schedule(static)
for (i = 0; i < n; i++){
  // body.
}
```

Código 3.9: Static loop with upper bound using variable

The code that was generated by GCC is showed in Code 3.10 and in the Code 3.11 that are very similar, but they are differing only in the use of a struct to pass the data in the outlined function call.

```c
main () {
  /* Variables declaration was suppressed. */

  __builtin_GOMP_parallel_start (main._omp_fn.0, 0B, 0);
  main._omp_fn.0 (0B);
  __builtin_GOMP_parallel_end ();
  return;
}
```

```c
main._omp_fn.0 (void * .omp_data_i) {
  /* Variables declaration was suppressed. */

  __builtin_GOMP_parallel_start (main._omp_fn.0, 0B, 0);
  main._omp_fn.0 (0B);
  __builtin_GOMP_parallel_end ();
  return;
}
```
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```
if (D.1821 >= D.1822)
  goto <bb 5>;
else
  goto <bb 8>;
<bb 8>:
  i = D.1821;
<bb 4>:
  i = i + 1;
if (i < D.1822)
  goto <bb 4>;
else
  goto <bb 5>;
<bb 5>:
<bb 9>:
  tt.2 = 0;
  q.1 = q.1 + 1;
  goto <bb 10>;
<bb 6>:
return;
```
D.1821 = .omp_data_.i->n;
D.1822 = __builtin_omp_get_num_threads();
D.1823 = __builtin_omp_get_thread_num();
q.2 = D.1821 / D.1822;
tt.3 = D.1821 % D.1822;
if (D.1823 < tt.3)
go to <bb 9>;
else
  goto <bb 10>;

<bb 10>:
D.1826 = q.2 * D.1823;
D.1827 = D.1826 + tt.3;
D.1828 = D.1827 + q.2;
if (D.1827 >= D.1828)
go to <bb 5>;
else
  goto <bb 8>;

<bb 8>:
i = D.1827;

<bb 4>:
i = i + 1;
if (i < D.1828)
go to <bb 4>;;
else
  goto <bb 5>;

<bb 5>:

<bb 6>:
return;

<bb 9>:
tt.3 = 0;
q.2 = q.2 + 1;
go to <bb 10>;

Código 3.11: Expanded code for parallel for directive

The Figure 3.1 is a graphical representation of the Code 3.10.
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Figure 3.1: Visualization of generated code format that uses static scheduling and loop upper bound with numeric value

The Code 3.11 can be represented graphically by Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Visualization of generated code format that uses static scheduling and loop upper bound with variable

For unspecified or auto schedule type, the GCC generates the same format that is generated for static static.

Using the others schedule types runtime, dynamic or guided the format of generated code among them is the same, but have two formats depending of loop upper bound and chunk_size definitions.
If the code have numerical values on these definitions the code have a format. Otherwise, if variables or expressions that need evaluation are used, then the generated code format is another.

```c
#include <omp.h>

int main(void)
{
    int i, n = 1024;
    #pragma omp parallel for schedule(dynamic)
    for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
        // body.
    
    return 0;
}
```

The Table 3.1 summarizes the combinations for upper bound and chunk size definitions and the code format that is generated. We considered when the assumed value is a numerical value or a constant value as value. And when is a variable or an expression that need of evaluation as variable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Upper Bound</th>
<th>chunk size</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>value</td>
<td>value</td>
<td>First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>variable</td>
<td>value</td>
<td>Second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>Second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>variable</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>Second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value</td>
<td>unspecified</td>
<td>First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>variable</td>
<td>unspecified</td>
<td>Second</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The pattern described in the Table 3.1 tells us that the presence of some one definition using a variable or expression is an enough condition for the second code format to be generated. This is due to the need for evaluation to discover of the final value assumed by the variables.

For loops using the dynamic, runtime and guided schedule types - «schedule_type», the GCC and libgomp use the functions listed in Box 3.1.3 to delimit the parallel region code and to create the first loop format.

```c
void GOMP_parallel_loop_<schedule_type>_start (void (*fn) (void *), void *data, unsigned num_threads, long start, long end, long incr);
void GOMP_parallel_end (void);
bool GOMP_loop_<schedule_type>._next (long *start, long *end);
void GOMP_loop_end_nowait (void);
```

As it is needed in the second format the evaluation of variable or expression the parallel region call is used. The functions that used in second format are presented in Box 3.1.4.
Box 3.1.4: The 

| void GOMP_parallel_start (void (*fn) (void *), void *data, unsigned num_threads); |
| void GOMP_parallel_end (void); |
| void GOMP_parallel_loop_<<schedule_type>>_start (void (*fn) (void *), void *data, unsigned num_threads, long start, long end, long incr); |
| bool GOMP_loop_<<schedule_type>>_next (long *i0start, long *iend); |
| void GOMP_loop_end_nowait (void); |

The first format code is showed in Code 3.14.

```c
void subfunction (void *data) {
    long _s0, _e0;
    while (GOMP_loop_runtime_next (&_s0, &_e0)) {
        long _el = _e0, i;
        for (i = _s0; i < _el; i++) {
            body;
        }
    }
    GOMP_loop_end_nowait ();
}
/* The annotated loop is replaced. */
GOMP_parallel_loop_runtime_start (subfunction, NULL, 0, lb, ub+1, 1, 0);
subfunction (NULL);
GOMP_parallel_end ();
```

Código 3.14: Expanded code for dynamic, runtime and guided schedule in the first format

The second code format is showed in the Code 3.15.

```c
void subfunction (void *data) {
    long i, _s0, _e0;
    if (GOMP_loop_runtime_start (0, n, 1, &_s0, &_e0)) {
        do {
            long _el = _e0;
            for (i = _s0; i < _el; i++) {
                body;
            }
        } while (GOMP_loop_runtime_next (&_s0, &_e0));
    }
    GOMP_loop_end ();
/* The annotated loop is replaced. */
GOMP_parallel_start (subfunction, NULL, 0);
subfunction (NULL);
GOMP_parallel_end ();
```

Código 3.15: Expanded code for dynamic, runtime and guided schedule in the second format
First format is shown in the Code 3.16.

```c
main () {
    /* Variables declaration was suppressed. */

    __builtin_GOMP_parallel_loop_dynamic_start(main._omp_fn.0, OB, 0, 0, 1024, 1, 1);
    main._omp_fn.0 (OB);
    __builtin_GOMP_parallel_end ();
    return;
}

main._omp_fn.0 (void * omp_data_i) {
    /* Variables declaration was suppressed. */

    D.1818 = __builtin_GOMP_loop_dynamic_next (&istart0.1, &iend0.2);
    if (D.1818 != 0)
        goto <bb 8>;
    else
        goto <bb 5>;

    <bb 8>:
    istart0.3 = istart0.1;
    i = (int) istart0.3;
    iend0.4 = iend0.2;
    D.1822 = (int) iend0.4;

    <bb 4>:
    i = i + 1;
    if (i < D.1822)
        goto <bb 4>;
    else
        goto <bb 9>;

    <bb 9>:
    D.1823 = __builtin_GOMP_loop_dynamic_next (&istart0.1, &iend0.2);
    if (D.1823 != 0)
        goto <bb 8>;
    else
        goto <bb 5>;

    <bb 5>:
    __builtin_GOMP_loop_end_nowait ();

    return;
}
```

**Código 3.16: Expanded code for parallel for directive with dynamic schedule (first format)**
Second format is shown in the Code 3.17.

```c
1 main () {
2     /* Variables declaration was suppressed. */
3     struct .omp_data_s.0 .omp_data.o.1;
4
5     <bb 2>:
6         n = 1024;
7         .omp_data.o.1.n = n;
8     __builtin_GOMP_parallel_start (main._omp_fn.0, &.omp_data.o.1, 0);
9     main._omp_fn.0 (&.omp_data.o.1);
10     __builtin_GOMP_parallel_end ()
11     n = .omp_data.o.1.n;
12     return;
13 }
14
15 main._omp_fn.0 (struct .omp_data_s.0 * .omp_data.i) {
16     /* Variables declaration was suppressed. */
17     <bb 10>:
18     <bb 3>:
19     D.1822 = .omp_data.i->n;
20     D.1823 = (long int) D.1822;
21     D.1826 = __builtin_GOMP_loop_dynamic_start (0, D.1823, 1, 1, &.iend.0.
22         .2, &.iend.0.3);
23     if (D.1826 != 0)
24         goto <bb 8>;
25     else
26         goto <bb 5>;
27     <bb 8>:
28     .iend.0.4 = .iend.0.2;
29     i = (int) .iend.0.4;
30     .iend.0.5 = .iend.0.3;
31     D.1830 = (int) .iend.0.5;
32
33     <bb 4>:
34     i = i + 1;
35     if (i < D.1830)
36         goto <bb 4>;
37     else
38         goto <bb 9>;
39
40     <bb 9>:
41     D.1831 = __builtin_GOMP_loop_dynamic_next (&.iend.0.2, &.iend.0.3);
42     if (D.1831 != 0)
43         goto <bb 8>;
44     else
45         goto <bb 5>;
46
47     <bb 5>:
```
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```c
__builtin_GOMP_loop_end_nowait();

<bb 6>:
  return;
```

Código 3.17: Expanded code for parallel for directive with dynamic schedule (second format)

Figure 3.3 shows the graphical representation for the first format showed in Figure 3.16.

![Graphical representation](image)

Figure 3.3: Visualization of generated code format that uses dynamic scheduling (first format)

The graphical representation for second format that was showed in Figure 3.17 is presented in the Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Visualization of generated code format that uses dynamic scheduling (second format)

The study of the expanded code of directives showed that there are at least two loop formats, which are generated according to the use of variables definitions. Variables that represent the loop iterations upper bound or the chunk size influence the code generation. If numerical values or constants are used, the GCC + libgomp generate one format and if values are variables or expressions that require evaluation for the discover of final value, the second format is generated.

Another interesting point to check is how execution of adjacent loops inside the same parallel region is made. The Code 3.18 has two loops with different schedules and upper bounds and chunk_size definitions, they are sharing the same parallel region.
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```c
num_t = 8;
#pragma omp parallel num_threads(num_t)
{
    #pragma omp for schedule(runtime)
    for (i = 0; i < 1024; i++){
        // body_1;
    }

    #pragma omp for schedule(dynamic, 32)
    for (j = 0; j < n; j++){
        // body_2;
    }
}
```

Código 3.18: Parallel region code with two loops inside, loops with different configurations

In the intermediate representation generated by GCC that is shown in the Code 3.1, we can see that the generated code follows the formats to parallel region, in which an outlined function is created to handle the code inside the demarcated parallel region. The Figure 3.5 shows the idea, in the end of the first loop the threads are find an implicit barrier in the call GOMP_loop_end().

```plaintext
Figure 3.5: Two loops inside the same parallel region
```

The difference in comparing with the original format is in the finalization of the first loop. Instead of the first loop being finalized with the GOMP_loop_end_nowait() he is finished with the call to the function GOMP_loop_end(), which has an implicit barrier. All threads will wait the end of the execution of the first loop and then start the execution of the second loop. The graphical representation of the code is showed in the Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Graphical representation of two loops inside the same parallel region
3.2 Interceptable OpenMP Code Format

The interceptable structures in our library are parallel regions and loops. The loops need to have the schedule type runtime, dynamic or guided. The format for static scheduling only divide the iterations by number of threads. It do not have an intermediate function in the format that allows to control how much of code will execute to get measures.

The function GOMP_loop<<schedule_type>>_next(...) is the most important in the interceptable formats, because this function get the lower and upper index that delimit the sub-set of iterations – a chunk. In our interception mechanism when the certain percentage of code is reached, the interception of this function allows that the execution to be stopped. And if the offloading decision is positive, it allows to set that other threads have no more work to do. The Figure 3.7 shows the schema of threads getting chunks and executing these sub-set of iterations.

```c
void subfunction (void *data){
    long _s0, _e0;
    while (GOMP_loop<<schedule_type>>_next (&_s0, &_e0)){
        long _el = _s0, i; ...........
        for (i = _s0; i < _el; i++):
            .... body ....
    }
    GOMP_loop_end_nowait ();
}
GOMP_parallel_loop<<schedule_type>>_start (subfunction, NULL, &lb, ub+1, 1, @);
subfunction (NULL);
GOMP_parallel_end ();
```

**Figure 3.7: Loop iterations execution by threads**

The threads in the team execute the same outlined function. During the execution each thread request to runtime more iterations (chunks) to execute.

When we are generating the GCC code using the libgomp we can verify that the code format for loops are affected by the manner how some variables are defined in the compilation directives and loop limits. Although, they are equivalent codes, they have different structures and they make calls to different functions.

The chunk_size value can be defined putting a numerical value directly in the code. A defined constant can be used too and during the pre-processing it will have the same effect. An expression that results in a value after the evaluation or a single variable can be used in this definition. The
same rules are applied to upper bound loops definitions.

The generated code can have two formats according to the definition, the Figure 3.8 shows the first and the Figure 3.9 the second. In these figures the dynamic can be replaced by runtime or guided, because they have the same format.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Call function/Operation</th>
<th>First Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parallel Region Start</td>
<td>GOMP_parallel_loop_dynamic_start (main_omp_fn.0, &amp;omp_data.0-1, 0, 0, 1, 25);</td>
<td>GOMP_parallel_loop_dynamic_start (main_omp_fn.0, &amp;omp_data.0-1, 0, 0, 1, 25);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call function</td>
<td>main_omp_fn.0(omp_data.0-1)</td>
<td>GOMP_parallel_loop_dynamic_start (main_omp_fn.0, &amp;omp_data.0-1, 0, 0, 1, 25);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop Start</td>
<td>GOMP_loop_dynamic_next (i, &amp;lend2.5);</td>
<td>GOMP_loop_dynamic_next (i, &amp;lend2.5);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Chunk</td>
<td>&amp;lstart.4 = &amp;lstart.2;</td>
<td>&amp;lstart.4 = &amp;lstart.2;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution</td>
<td>l = (int) &amp;lstart.4;</td>
<td>l = (int) &amp;lstart.4;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next Chunk</td>
<td>GOMP_loop_dynamic_next (i, &amp;lend2.5);</td>
<td>GOMP_loop_dynamic_next (i, &amp;lend2.5);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop End</td>
<td>Return of Function Call</td>
<td>GOMP_loop_end_nowait ();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel Region End</td>
<td>GOMP_parallel_end ();</td>
<td>Finish the parallel region.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.8: First format with dynamic scheduling**

In the first format the call to function GOMP_parallel_loop«schedule_type»_start() starts the parallel region. It creates the team of threads and initialize the loop execution controls. Inside the outlined function GOMP_loop«schedule_type»_next(...) is used by threads to get the first chunk. The thread execute this first chunk and after retrieves in loop the next chunk to execute until have no more work to do. When the thread finishes the loop calling GOMP_loop_end_nowait() the loop work share is finished too. The parallel region is ended in the call GOMP_parallel_end() that deallocates the team of threads.

The same semantic is applied in the second format, but different functions are used. The second format is showed in the Figure 3.9.

In the second format the parallel region is started with the call GOMP_parallel_start(...) in this call only the team of threads is created. The loop work share initialization is made inside the outlined function and the call to GOMP_loop«schedule_type»_start(...) is used to retrieves the first chunk. The threads that can get the first chunk execute it and use the GOMP_loop«schedule_type»_next(...) to get the next until the finish the loop execution calling the GOMP_loop_end_nowait(). The parallel region is finished using the same function GOMP_parallel_end() that deallocates the team of threads.
## INTERCEPTABLE OPENMP CODE FORMAT

### Application Call function/Operation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parallel Region Start</th>
<th>Call function</th>
<th>Second Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GOMP_parallel_start</strong> (main,omp_fn,omp_data,0,1,4);</td>
<td>Create and start the team. <strong>gomp_team_start</strong>(...);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Loop Start Initial Chunk

```c
chunk or loop upper bound is a variable or one expression
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loop Start Initial Chunk</th>
<th>Execution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GOMP_loop_dynamic_start</strong> (i, n, omp_data);</td>
<td>Create and start work share: Loop Initialization. Set the first set of iterations. <strong>gomp_iter_dynamic_next</strong>(...)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Loop End Return of Function Call

```c
Loop End of Function Call
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loop End Return of Function Call</th>
<th>Execution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GOMP_loop_end_nowait</strong>();</td>
<td>Finish the work share. <strong>gomp_work_share_end_nowait</strong>();</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Parallel Region End

```c
Parallel Region End
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parallel Region End</th>
<th>Execution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GOMP_parallel_end</strong>();</td>
<td>Finish the parallel region. <strong>gomp_team_end</strong>();</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 3.9:** Second format with dynamic scheduling

The Figure 3.10 summarize the two formats that were identified and that are interceptable by our library.

---

**Figure 3.10:** Structure of loop formats
3.3 Interception and Offloading Mechanisms

For offloading purposes, the runtime needed to control the execution of threads, and decide when to make the code offloading and what is the better device to execute the code. Initially, the execution starts with OpenMP code, which will have some of their calls intercepted by the execution control of threads in the CPU.

The Figure 3.11 shows the initial version that was using one collector thread to get measures of performance counters and the others were blocked. This approach proved to be inefficient, because just only one thread was getting the measures, so for a period of time the application run in single thread execution mode. The poor performance was evident in contrast with the normal OpenMP version that was executing with all threads.

![Figure 3.11: Threads executing loop iterations (Version 1)](image)

The second and current approach uses one thread in the process to collect measures of performance counters and the other threads can execute freely. The threads execution mechanism is showed in Figure 3.12.
For each parallel region a set of threads is created by OpenMP runtime. When the threads start the loop execution. One thread is registered to collect measures of performance counters and take the decision about the code offloading.

If the runtime decision is positive for offloading, the other threads are blocked and the appropiated version \( /loop\ index, device/ \) function is launched using the alternative functions table. The work shared is defined as completed when the offloading is made. The get a next chunk function \( (\text{GOMP} \_\text{loop}\_\text{*}_\text{next}(\ldots)) \) will return \textit{false} for blocked threads, and all the threads will be terminated by the OpenMP runtime. Otherwise, the threads continue the regular execution on OpenMP execution model.

The decision between makes the code offloading or continuing the execution in multi-core CPU is returned by the model implemented in libroofline using the \textit{operational intensity}.

### 3.4 The runtime input code format

The input code used by our runtime is a OpenMP code with a alternative functions table. This table is shared with the runtime libraries for the interception control can call the appropriate alternate function based on the offloading decision. The Figure 3.13 shows the use of alternative functions table.
The `libofline` returns the device id together the offloading decision. If the runtime decision is positive for offloading the `libhookomp` switch the execution to an alternative function indexed by `/loop_index, dev_id`.

Following the idea of code modernization using the vendor libraries. Another possibility is the use of optimized functions available in software development kits like a cuBLAS (NVIDIA, 2014d, 2015d) to create the alternative functions table.

### 3.5 Application and Runtime Libraries Interaction

For hooking OpenMP calls we developed a library (`libhookomp`) using the `LD_PRELOAD` technique (Linux Man-pages, 2016). This library can be pre-loaded and linked to the code before the OpenMP runtime libraries replacing the code of original calls for proxy functions with the same names. It supports the interception of some kinds of calls that application makes to the OpenMP runtime.

This mechanism is used to detect at runtime parallel regions and parallel loops. Then our runtime functions can be execute an additional code before or after the original calls to OpenMP runtime, according the context execution. The Application and runtime libraries interaction is showed in the Figure 3.14.
The interaction between applications and libraries is detailed in Figure 3.15. We mapped the function calls through the libraries, starting in application code until the OpenMP runtime.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>libhookomp</th>
<th>liberooffline</th>
<th>Link/OpenMP Runtime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OMP_parallel_start()</td>
<td>OMP_parallel_start()</td>
<td>onclick_function(libomp_parallel_start, OMP_parallel_start())</td>
<td>libomp_parallel_start(data, num_threads)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMP_loop_schedule_type_next()</td>
<td>OMP_loop_schedule_type_next()</td>
<td>onclick_function(libomp_loop_schedule_next, OMP_loop_schedule_next())</td>
<td>libomp_loop_schedule_next()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMP_loop_start()</td>
<td>OMP_loop_start()</td>
<td>onclick_function(libomp_loop_start, OMP_loop_start())</td>
<td>libomp_loop_start(data, num_threads)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMP_loop_end()</td>
<td>OMP_loop_end()</td>
<td>onclick_function(libomp_loop_end, OMP_loop_end())</td>
<td>libomp_loop_end()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMP_loop_exit_nowait()</td>
<td>OMP_loop_exit_nowait()</td>
<td>onclick_function(libomp_loop_exit_nowait, OMP_loop_exit_nowait())</td>
<td>libomp_loop_exit_nowait()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMP_parallel_end()</td>
<td>OMP_parallel_end()</td>
<td>onclick_function(libomp_parallel_end, OMP_parallel_end())</td>
<td>libomp_parallel_end()</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.15: Mapping functions libraries called by applications**

In this mapping we can see the sequencing of the calls among contexts (application code until OpenMP runtime). That shows important points in hooking mechanism, for example, what is made at the beginning of a parallel region or when a loop is started.

In addition to proxy functions definition contained in libhookomp we defined initialization and shutdown functions for the libraries. When the parallel region is intercepted in the hook library will be started an internal parallel region control using HOOKOMP_parallel_start() and HOOKOMP_init(). In the same way, this control will be finalized when the parallel region in appli-
cation code reach the end where the interception code will call internally the HOOKOMP_parallel_end(). The controls in librofline will be initialized and finished together this calls using the functions RM_library_init() and RM_library_shutdown() where the PAPI libraries and its controls are initialized.

The measures are made by loop and the loop start initialize the loop control in libhookomp that initialize the a measure session in librofline library. The interception of function that gets next chunks is made using a generic function that treats the two loops formats. The HOOKOMP_generic_next(...) is prepared to call the next chunk function by a pointer, because in the first format it is the GOMP_loop«schedule_type»_next(...) and in the second format the next chunk is retrieved together with the loop initialization by function GOMP_loop«schedule_type»_start(...).

The HOOKOMP_generic_next(...) is very important, because is in this function that the threads execution is controlled. The measures are registered and the offloading is made calling the alternative function for the current loop.

3.6 Creating Hooks for OpenMP Functions

To create hooks for libgomp functions it is need to create a library with proxy functions that have the same signature of the available functions via libgomp ABI. The hooking library is loaded before of original libgomp during the dynamic linking. So calls to functions of the OpenMP runtime are linked to symbols of hooking library. The proxy functions will request to linker using dlsym the next symbol that represent the original function pointer. This is the interception mechanism used by our runtime is showed by a sample in Code 3.21 that shows the interception for GOMP_parallel_start() function.

```c
1 void GOMP_parallel_start (void (*fn) (void *), void *data, unsigned num_threads) {
2 PRINT_FUNC_NAME;
3
4 /* Retrieve the OpenMP runtime function. */
5 typedef void (*func_t) (void (*fn) (void *) , void *, unsigned);
6 func_t lib_GOMP_parallel_start = (func_t) dlsym(RTLD_NEXT, "GOMP_parallel_start");
7
8 lib_GOMP_parallel_start(fn, data, num_threads);
9 }
```

Código 3.19: Exemplo de criação de uma hook para a função GOMP_parallel_start

The idea is retrieve the pointer for call the original function inside the proxy function after or before the execution of some specific code.

To facilitate the writing of code a macro was defined to retrieve the original functions pointers. The macro code is showed in the Code 3.20.
```c
#define GET_RUNTIME_FUNCTION(hook_func_pointer, func_name) \
   do { \
     if (hook_func_pointer) break; \
     void *__handle = RTID_NEXT; \
     hook_func_pointer = (typeof(hook_func_pointer)) (uintptr_t) dlsym(__handle, func_name); \
     PRINT_ERROR(); \
   } while(0)
```

**Código 3.20:** Definição de macro para recuperar o ponteiro para a função original

The same proxy function to `GOMP_parallel_start()` can be rewritten using the macro. The Code 3.21 presents the rewritten function.

```c
void GOMP_parallel_start(void (*fn) (void *), void *data, unsigned num_threads) {
  PRINT_FUNC_NAME;
  /* Retrieve the OpenMP runtime function. */
  GET_RUNTIME_FUNCTION(lib_GOMP_parallel_start, "GOMP_parallel_start");
  HOOKOMP_parallel_start();
  lib_GOMP_parallel_start(fn, data, num_threads);
}
```

**Código 3.21:** Proxy function to parallel region start

Similarly, a proxy function to `GOMP_parallel_end()` is defined in the Code 3.22.

```c
void GOMP_parallel_end(void) {
  PRINT_FUNC_NAME;
  /* Retrieve the OpenMP runtime function. */
  GET_RUNTIME_FUNCTION(lib_GOMP_parallel_end, "GOMP_parallel_end");
  /* In cases of benchmark have two loops inside the same parallel region. 
  The second was ignored, because the control had no reinitialized. */
  if(is_hookomp_initialized) {
    HOOKOMP_parallel_end();
  }
  lib_GOMP_parallel_end();
}
```

**Código 3.22:** Funcion to intercepts the `GOMP_parallel_end`

The function that starts the parallel region in the loop first format is showed in the Code 3.23. It should be noted that both parallel start functions do the same internal controls initializations in `HOOKOMP`.
void GOMP_parallel_loop_dynamic_start (void (*fn) (void *), void *data,
unsigned num_threads, long start, long end,
long incr, long chunk_size)
{  
PRINT_FUNC_NAME;

/* Retrieve the OpenMP runtime function. */
GET_RUNTIME_FUNCTION(lib_GOMP_parallel_loop_dynamic_start, "GOMP_parallel_loop_dynamic_start");

HOOKOMP_parallel_start();

/* Initializations. */
HOOKOMP_init();
HOOKOMP_loop_start(start, end, num_threads, chunk_size);
lib_GOMP_parallel_loop_dynamic_start(fn, data, num_threads, start, end, incr, chunk_size);
}

Código 3.23: Función to intercepts the GOMP_parallel_loop_dynamic_start

In the Code 3.24 is showed the interception function for GOMP_loop_end(). The proxy function finalize the loop controls in HOOKOMP library.

void GOMP_loop_end (void){
PRINT_FUNC_NAME;

/* Retrieve the OpenMP runtime function. */
GET_RUNTIME_FUNCTION(lib_GOMP_loop_end, "GOMP_loop_end");

HOOKOMP_loop_end();
lib_GOMP_loop_end();
TRACE("End of loop: %d\n", current_loop_index);
}

Código 3.24: Function to intercepts the GOMP_loop_end

The function to close the loop execution in which the threads continue the execution without wait by others threads is presented in the Code 3.25.

void GOMP_loop_end_nowait (void){
PRINT_FUNC_NAME;

/* Retrieve the OpenMP runtime function. */
GET_RUNTIME_FUNCTION(lib_GOMP_loop_end_nowait, "GOMP_loop_end_nowait");

HOOKOMP_loop_end_nowait();
lib_GOMP_loop_end_nowait();
TRACE("End of loop nowait: %d\n", current_loop_index);
}

Código 3.25: Function to intercepts the GOMP_loop_end_nowait
The proxy functions as \texttt{GOMP\_loop\_dynamic\_start(...)} because the different number of parameters are using the generic functions to the both formats can be supported. The Code 3.26 shows this use with the encapsulation of the parameters.

```
bool GOMP_loop_dynamic_start (long start, long end, long incr, long chunk_size,
                              long *istart, long *iend){
  PRINT_FUNC_NAME;
  /* Retrieve the OpenMP runtime function. */
  GET_RUNTIME_FUNCTION(lib_GOMP_loop_dynamic_start, "GOMP_loop_dynamic_start");
  TRACE("Starting with \%d threads.\n", omp_get_num_threads());
  /* Initializations. */
  HOOKOMP_loop_start(start, end, omp_get_num_threads(), chunk_size);
  chunk_next_fn func_proxy;
  Params p;
  p._0 = start;
  p._1 = end;
  p._2 = incr;
  p._3 = chunk_size;
  p.func_start_next = lib_GOMP_loop_dynamic_start;
  p.func_type = FUN\_START\_NEXT;
  func_proxy = &HOOKOMP_proxy_function_start_next;
  bool result = HOOKOMP_generic_next(istart, iend, func_proxy, &p);
  return result;
}
```

\textit{Código 3.26: Function to intercepts the GOMP\_loop\_dynamic\_start}

Considering the loop formats that were identified some generic functions were created to provide support the both, because depending of format the the loop work share initialization and the first chunk can be obtained in different points of execution or parallel region initialization or inside the loop format function. The Code 3.27 shows a function that is used by function calls for initialize the work share and retrieve the first chunk.

```
/* Proxy function to \_*\_start */
bool HOOKOMP_proxy_function_start_next (long* istart, long* iend, void*
                                      extra) {
  PRINT_FUNC_NAME;
  Params *params = (Params*) extra;
  bool result = params->func_start_next(params->_0, params->_1, params->_2
                                        , params->_3, istart, iend);
  return result;
}
```

\textit{Código 3.27: Proxy function to functions that execute loop start and get next chunk}
For the next chunk functions another proxy function was created, because the different number of parameters. This function is showed in the Code 3.28.

```c
bool GOMP_loop_dynamic_next(long *istart, long *iend) {
    PRINT_FUNC_NAME;

    /* Retrieve the OpenMP runtime function. */
    GET_RUNTIME_FUNCTION(lib_GOMP_loop_dynamic_next, "GOMP_loop_dynamic_next");

    chunk_next_fn func_proxy;
    Params p;
    p._0 = 0;
    p._1 = 0;
    p._2 = 0;
    p._3 = 0;
    p.func_next = lib_GOMP_loop_dynamic_next;
    p.func_type = FUN_NEXT;
    func_proxy = &HOOKOMP_proxy_function_next;
    bool result = HOOKOMP_generic_next(istart, iend, func_proxy, &p);

    return result;
}
```

**Código 3.28: Proxy function to functions that get next chunk**

The used functions have a different number of parameters, so it was need to create generic functions. The function that support the next chunk functions is showed in the Code 3.29.

```c
/* Proxy function to *next */
bool HOOKOMP_proxy_function_next(long* istart, long* iend, void* extra) {
    PRINT_FUNC_NAME;
    Params *params = (Params*) extra;
    bool result = params->func_next(istart, iend);

    return result;
}
```

**Código 3.29: Proxy function to functions that get next chunk**

In the table of alternative functions are stored a structure with pointers to function, list of parameters values and types. The runtime is using the library libffi to recreate the target function call using these elements. The structure and the function to recreate the call is showed in Code 3.30.

```c
/* Struct to store pointer and arguments to alternative functions. */
typedef struct Func {
    void *f;
    int nargs;
    ffi_type** arg_types;
    void** arg_values;
    ffi_type* ret_type;
    void* ret_value;
}
```
```c
bool HOOKOMP_call_function_ffi(Func* ff) {
    PRINT_FUNC_NAME;
    ffi_cif cif;
    int retval = 0;
    if (( retval = ffi_prep_cif(&cif, FFI_DEFAULT_ABI, ff->nargs, ff->
                        ret_type, ff->arg_types)) != FFI_OK) {
        TRACE("Error ffi_prep_cif.\n");
    }
    else {
        TRACE("Calling the target function.\n");
        ffi_call(&cif, FFI_FN(ff->f), ff->ret_value, ff->arg_values);
        TRACE("The target function was called.\n");
    }
    return (retval == FFI_OK);
}
```

Código 3.30: Function to remake the target function call

It is in the function listed in the Code 3.31 that the appropriate function is called according to the `loop_index` and `device_id`. The element in the alternative functions table is passed to `HOOKOMP_call_function_ffi(...)` that will reconstruct the function call.

```c
bool HOOKOMP_call_offloading_function (long int loop_index, long int device_id) {
    PRINT_FUNC_NAME;
    bool retval = false;
    if(TablePointerFunctions == NULL){
        TRACE("TablePointerFunctions is not defined.\n");
        return retval;
    }
    if(((TablePointerFunctions != NULL) && (TablePointerFunctions[loop_index][device_id] != NULL) && ((TablePointerFunctions[loop_index][device_id])->f != NULL)){
        TRACE("Offloading function for loop index: %d, device id: %d.\n", loop_index, device_id);
        retval = HOOKOMP_call_function_ffi(TablePointerFunctions[loop_index][device_id]);
    }
    else{
        TRACE("Offloading function not defined in TablePointerFunctions.\n");
    }
    return retval;
```
Knowing that such functions can vary depending the loop format, a generic function was created to handle the both formats. Practically, all the execution control is made in this function. As a percentage of the code must be executed to collect performance counters values to be made, this function is very important, because the collector thread retrieves chunks and computes how many iterations were executed. The generic function is showed in the Code A.2. The offloading decision is taken after to get measures of all event sets or after reach the percentage of executed code.

### 3.7 Final Considerations

The developed runtime is able to intercept the applications call to OpenMP runtime, it can control the threads execution and make offloading according the operational intensity of code.

The current version of interception mechanism registry a thread member of OpenMP threads team to collect the values of performance counters during the application execution.

During the experiments this approach proved to be thread scheduling sensitive, because is highly dependent of the scheduling made by the system. For some combinations of chunk sizes and number of threads, is possible that the thread that is the collector do not finish the measures before the work is finished by other threads. Maybe another approach can be solve this problem using all the threads to measure the performance counters.
Chapter 4

Offloading Decision using Operational Intensity

In this chapter are presented the model and the library that implements the use of operational intensity to decide about the offloading – libroofline. This library implements the Roofline Model (Williams et al., 2009) concepts and it is being used to decide about the code offloading.

Make a decision about the code offloading the library calculates the operational intensity, attainable performance and estimate the time of execution. As this work targets the offloading for GPUs, the time of data transfers to and from device have been considered in the execution time estimation, because devices like GPUs have private memory. In this case, it is needed to copy input data to launch a kernel execution and copy output data for retrieve the results.

The memory traffic is measured in all memory levels. The library collects the values of Performance Counters at runtime. These measures are collected at runtime using the PAPI (Mucci et al., 1999). We are using the PAPI to get performance counters because it works across systems as different processors and it has components that include the Linux perf and cuda that uses CUPTI (NVIDIA, 2013, 2014b).

4.1 Operational Intensity

A basic concept in the Roofline Model is the operational intensity. The operational intensity is the relation between Work in terms of floating point operations (W) and the number of bytes in DRAM traffic (Q) (Williams et al., 2009) and it can be calculated using the Equation 4.1.

\[ I = \frac{W}{Q} \] (4.1)

The number of READ and WRITE accesses to the RAM Memory (MEM), Last Level Cache (LLC), Level 2 Cache (L2), Level 1 (L1) and the number of Floating Point operations (FP) are collected on a code percentage.

To address the need to make measures at runtime we adopted the PAPI (Mucci et al., 1999). The PAPI is widely used and have support for several platforms and components, these features that motivated the decision to choose it.

The PAPI works with two categories of events, the PRESET and NATIVE, that allows you to get values of both event types. The number of floating point operations is calculated using others 3 native events that are applied in the Equation 4.2 available in PAPI as a preset event.
PAPI_DP_OPS.

\[ W = \text{FP\_COMP\_OPS\_EXE} : \text{SSE\_SCALAR\_DOUBLE} + 2 \times (\text{FP\_COMP\_OPS\_EXE} : \text{SSE\_FP\_PACKED\_DOUBLE}) + 4 \times (\text{SIMD\_FP\_256} : \text{PACKED\_DOUBLE}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

As the number of floating point instructions that were executed is available in a preset event, the PAPI_DP_OPS is derived of the 3 natives and it is not necessary to collect these events and calculate the total value. Just use the value provided by PAPI.

The counters with PACKED represent more than one floating point operation each, so it is needed multiply for a factor 2 or 4 depending of number operations executed by instructions in each category. These instructions are related with vectorization support (AVX), in which floating point operations can combine additions and multiplications. In this case, AVX addition instructions that work on four doubles are count as four operations (PAPI, 2015).

All levels in memory hierarchy are being considered, the Figure 4.1 shows the levels.

Each \( Q \) in determined level can be divided in two classes to distinguish the kind or nature of accesses. \( Q_{\text{write}} \) represents write accesses and \( Q_{\text{read}} \) denotes the read accesses. The Equation 4.3 presents how to \( Q_{\text{level}} \) is calculated.

\[ Q_{\text{level}} = Q_{\text{read}} + Q_{\text{write}} \] \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

The measured values for all memory levels accesses are used to calculate the total memory traffic in bytes (\( Q \)) using the Equation 4.4.

\[ Q_{\text{total}} = Q_{L1} + Q_{L2} + Q_{LLC} + Q_{MEM} \] \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

The number of reads and writes accesses are accumulated and multiplied by 64 bytes. The value CACHE_LINE_SIZE is a parameter to the decision model and it is obtained from the processor manual.

Our model is considering the transfer of data to devices as another level in the memory hierarchy. The \( Q_{\text{DATA\_TRANSFER}} \) is an additional parameters given by input code (Application). It is the amount of bytes of the input and output data structures that are needed to launch the kernel execution on device and get the execution results.
4.2 Events Sets and Hardware Restrictions

To cover measures in all the levels, we need to collect values for 5 events sets: Main Memory, Last Level Cache (LLC), Level 2 Cache, Level 1 Cache and Floating Point Instructions. We are using a combination of native and preset PAPI events.

We are taking as a basis the event set used in the work of Ofenbeck et al. (2014), in which the authors apply the Roofline Model concepts on newer processors and they present a list of native events that were used with Intel PCM. We mapped these events to use them with PAPI. The defined events sets for the model are presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Events Sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Native</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MEM</td>
<td>UNC_H_IMC_READS</td>
<td>ivbep_unc_ha0::UNC_H_IMC_READS:cpu=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNC_H_IMC_WRITES</td>
<td>ivbep_unc_ha0::UNC_H_IMC_WRITES:cpu=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLC</td>
<td>PAPI_TOT_CYC</td>
<td>UNHALTED_CORE_CYCLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAPI_REF_CYC</td>
<td>UNHALTED_REFERENCE_CYCLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAPI_L3_DCR</td>
<td>OFFCORE_REQUESTS:DEMAND_DATA_RD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAPI_L3_DCW</td>
<td>L2_RQSTS:RFO_MISS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>PAPI_TOT_CYC</td>
<td>UNHALTED_CORE_CYCLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAPI_REF_CYC</td>
<td>UNHALTED_REFERENCE_CYCLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAPI_L2_DCR</td>
<td>L2_RQSTS:ALL_DEMAND_DATA_RD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAPI_L2_DCW</td>
<td>L2_STORE_LOCK_RQSTS:ALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>UNHALTED_CORE_CYCLES</td>
<td>UNHALTED_CORE_CYCLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNHALTED_REFERENCE_CYCLES</td>
<td>UNHALTED_REFERENCE_CYCLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>perf::PERF_COUNT_HW_CACHE_L1D:READ</td>
<td>perf::PERF_COUNT_HW_CACHE_L1D:READ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>perf::PERF_COUNT_HW_CACHE_L1D:WRITE</td>
<td>perf::PERF_COUNT_HW_CACHE_L1D:WRITE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP</td>
<td>PAPI_TOT_CYC</td>
<td>UNHALTED_CORE_CYCLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAPI_REF_CYC</td>
<td>UNHALTED_REFERENCE_CYCLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAPI_DP_OFS</td>
<td>FP_COMP_OPS_EXE:SSE_SCALAR_DOUBLE + 2•(FP_COMP_OPS_EXE:SSE_FP_PACKED_DOUBLE) + 4•(SIMD_FP_256:PACKED_DOUBLE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We verify the events of the list that can be measured simultaneously. At this point we found the first restrictions, the hardware has some restrictions related to number of available counters.

The hardware supports 11 counters. The processor uses 3 fixed counters to measure core cycles, reference cycles and executed instructions. The remaining 8 are programmable counters, which are under other restrictions. If hyperthreading (Marr et al., 2002) is enabled the number is divided between thread, 4 per thread. If the NMI timer is active more one is used, that remains 3 per thread. PAPI assures 3 fixed + 3 programmable counters. Only 3 programmable counters are not enough to map all the events simultaneously.

To overcome this problem it was necessary to design a strategy to make the measures of all event sets into sub parts of the region code. We tried to use PAPI in multiplexed mode to collect all the events. The multiplexed mode in PAPI performs a round-robin on events set. It is need that the program execution time is enough to be divided into intervals that PAPI can switch all events subsets. PAPI uses the ITIMER as measurement period and to reduce the overhead swaps the subset of events process context switch. Events that are not measured in a particular interval are estimated.

The problem in this approach is that the code fraction that we wanted measure was not enough
to sustain the program execution by $N$ intervals to measure the $N$ subsets of events in multiplexed mode. In most cases measured only one or two events, the other events were with zero value.

We solved this problem making measures by chunks of loop iterations. In each subset of iterations (chunk), the library performs measures of an events set. The measures are interleaved on defined event sets in round-robin scheduling until that a percentage of executed code is reached.

### 4.3 Measuring Chunks

The measurement of events sets is made by chunks of iterations loop set. During the execution of chunk iterations one of the event sets will be measured. We have 5 events sets, so the minimum number of chunks needed to collect measures is 5 too. But if the chunk_size value allows the execution of more chunks to collect measures before reaching the code percentage to be executed, the collected values are accumulated and at the end of measuring phase is done the average by the number of measurements.

Chunks have the same number of iterations and the same code that allows separated measures for each subset of events. The Figure 4.2 shows the measurement mechanism idea. In the original code to get measures for the original loop is needed to surround the for loop with calls to start and stop measures.

The collector thread is registered in the beginning of each loop. This thread needs to measure an event set for each chunk that represent the original loop for a subset of iterations. So, it is need to measure the chunk and in the same way surrounding the code with start and stop controls.

Using the hooking technique described in Chapter 3, we are not modifying the code. We do not modify the application code or the OpenMP runtime. So, it is not possible to put START_COUNTERS and STOP_ACCUM_COUNTERS surrounding the loop code.

We created one function REGISTRY_MEASURES that is able to start and stop/accumulate the measures. A chunk starts the measures and it measuring period finish at the begin of next chunk.

### 4.4 Decision Model

We will use a top-down approach to presenting the decision model. It is a very simple model, because at run time we need a model to decide about the offloading quickly.

Starting with the high level function that returns if the offloading is possible and which is the best device for offloading. The offloading decision is taken with basis in Algorithm 1.
In registered thread execution, a chunks sequence is executed and measures of performance counters are collected and accumulated for each event set.

It is not possible produce the effect START and STOP_ACCUM using the hooking technique to intercept GOMP_loop_runtime_next.

The first chunk starts the measures and stop at the begin of next chunk.

**Figure 4.2: Mechanism for measuring chunks**

**Algorithm 1** RM_decision_about_offloading()

1. **INPUT:** *better_device_index*
2. **OUTPUT:** *better_device_index, offload_decision*
3. **offload_decision** ← true
4. if (offload_decision ← RM_check_all_eventsets_was_collected()) then
5.  *oi* ← RM_get_operational_intensity()
6.  *better_device_index* ← RM_get_better_device_to_execution(*oi*)
7. else
8.  *better_device_index* ← 0
9. end if
10. return offload_decision

Our model verify if all event sets were collected and try to decide about the better device to execute the code based on operational intensity. If have a positive decision for offloading it returns to hook library the better device id. The **hook library** that is controlling the threads execution and
is able to choose the appropriate code in table of alternative functions. Otherwise, returns that the
better device is a CPU (device: 0) and the execution of multicore version continues to be made by
the OpenMP threads.

The operational intensity that is used as reference in the model is calculated considering the
memory hierarchy levels of processor side. How it is calculated is presented in the Algorithm 2.

```
Algorithm 2 RM_get_operational_intensity()
1: INPUT: I
2: OUTPUT: I
3: I ← 0.0
4: W ← 0.0
5: Q, QMEM, QLLC, QL2, QL1 ← 0.0
6: W ← work()
7: QL1 ← Qlevel(IDX_L1)
8: QL2 ← QL1 + Qlevel(IDX_L2)
9: QLLC ← QL2 + Qlevel(IDX_LL)
10: QMEM ← QLLC + Qlevel(IDX_MEM)
11: Q ← QMEM
12: I ← \frac{W}{Q}
13: return I
```

The better device to execute the code is chosen using the Algorithm 3. For each selected de­
vice, the attainable performance is calculated based on the Equation 4.5 considering values for
performance, memory bandwidth and the calculated operational intensity.

```
Algorithm 3 RM_get_better_device_to_execution()
1: INPUT: I
2: OUTPUT: dev
3: I_GPU ← RM_get_operational_intensity_in_GPU()
4: dev ← 0,
5: Texec ← DBL_MAX
6: AP, AP' ← 0.0
7: W ← work()
8: for d = 0 to NUM_DEVICES - 1 do
9: I_dev ← select(I, I_GPU)
10: AP' ← RM_attainable_performance(d, I_dev)
11: Texec' ← RM_execution_time(d, W, AP')
12: if (Texec' < Texec) then
13: (Texec, AP, dev) ← (Texec', AP', d)
14: end if
15: end for
16: return dev
```

The device with the better execution time is chosen and its id is returned for the offloading
4.4 DECISION MODEL

The attainable performance is calculated using the Equation 4.5 for each device and the better device is chosen.

\[ AP = \text{MIN}(\text{FLOPS}_{\text{dev}}, (\text{MB}_{\text{dev}} \times I)) \] (4.5)

The attainable performance calculus is implemented in the Algorithm 4. The values of performance (FLOPS) and Memory Bandwidth (MB) can be retrieved from device manuals or can be calculated using benchmarks. In this model we are using both sources to define parameters to represent these values.

**Algorithm 4 RM attained performance**

1: INPUT: dev, I
2: OUTPUT: AP
3: \( AP \leftarrow \text{MIN}(\text{FLOPS}_{\text{dev}}, (\text{MB}_{\text{dev}} \times I)) \)
4: return \( AP \)

After obtaining the value of the attainable performance, the model calculates the time execution in each device using the Equation 4.6. The execution time \( (T_{\text{exec}}) \) is calculated applying the computing time \( (T_{\text{comp}}) \) and the data transfers time of Algorithm 7.

\[ T_{\text{exec}} \leftarrow T_{\text{comp}} + \text{RM}_\text{time_data_transfers}(\text{dev}) \] (4.6)

The Algorithm 5 calculates the execution time. It is considering the computing time added to time spends in data transfers, if executions in the current device needs to transfer data from main memory to device memory, for example.

**Algorithm 5 RM execution time**

1: INPUT: dev, W, P
2: OUTPUT: Texec
3: \( T_{\text{exec}} \leftarrow \text{RM}_\text{computing_time}(W, P) \)
4: \( T_{\text{exec}} \leftarrow T_{\text{exec}} + \text{RM}_\text{time_data_transfers}(\text{dev}) \)
5: return \( T_{\text{exec}} \)

The computing time is calculated using the Equation 4.7 with the number of operations \( (W) \) and the calculated attainable performance on device \( (AP = P) \).

\[ T_{\text{comp}} \leftarrow \frac{W}{P} \] (4.7)

The time spent in computations is calculated using the Algorithm 6. The parameters are the number of point floating operations \( (W) \) and the performance of device \( (P) \).

**Algorithm 6 RM computing time**

1: INPUT: W, P
2: OUTPUT: Tcomp
3: \( T_{\text{comp}} \leftarrow \frac{W}{P} \)
4: return \( T_{\text{comp}} \)

As our work tries the offloading to GPU, it is needed to also consider the data transfers between
host memory and GPU global memory. These transfers between host and GPU may be considered as one more cache level to launch kernels execution on GPU, and in some way align logically the architectures to compare the attainable performance with the calculated operational intensity. The \( Q_{\text{DATA\_TRANSFER}} \) is used to calculate the time of data transfers to device, and it is defined on the Equation 4.8.

\[
Q_{\text{DATA\_TRANSFER}} = Q_{\text{DATA\_TRANSFER\_WRITE}} + Q_{\text{DATA\_TRANSFER\_READ}} \tag{4.8}
\]

The data transfers directions are treated separately, with different latencies. If the host send data to device (H2D) the transfer is considered as WRITE and if the host receive data from device (D2H), as READ. The data transfer time is calculated using the Algorithm 7, the different latency rates are considered.

Algorithm 7 \text{RM\_time\_data\_transfer()} 

1: INPUT: \text{dev} \\
2: OUTPUT: \text{Tcomp} \\
3: \text{T}_{\text{DATA\_TRANSFER}} \leftarrow 0.0 \\
4: if (Type_{\text{dev}} <> T_{\text{CPU}}) then \\
5: \quad \text{DW} \leftarrow Q_{\text{DATA\_TRANSFER\_WRITE}} \times \text{BYTES\_TO\_GB} \\
6: \quad \text{DR} \leftarrow Q_{\text{DATA\_TRANSFER\_READ}} \times \text{BYTES\_TO\_GB} \\
7: \quad \text{T}_{\text{DATA\_TRANSFER\_WRITE}} \leftarrow \text{LAT}_{\text{W}_{\text{dev}}} + (\text{DW}/\text{EF\_MB\_W}_{\text{dev}}) \\
8: \quad \text{T}_{\text{DATA\_TRANSFER\_READ}} \leftarrow \text{LAT}_{\text{R}_{\text{dev}}} + (\text{DR}/\text{EF\_MB\_R}_{\text{dev}}) \\
9: \quad \text{T}_{\text{DATA\_TRANSFER}} \leftarrow \text{T}_{\text{DATA\_TRANSFER\_READ}} + \text{T}_{\text{DATA\_TRANSFER\_WRITE}} \\
10: \text{end if} \\
11: \text{return } \text{T}_{\text{DATA\_TRANSFER}}

The Algorithm 8 presents the estimative for operational intensity in GPU. The operational intensity is calculated considering the data transfers as an other memory hierarchy level.

Algorithm 8 \text{RM\_get\_operational\_intensity\_in\_GPU()} 

1: INPUT: \emptyset \\
2: OUTPUT: \text{I} \\
3: \text{I} \leftarrow 0.0 \\
4: \text{W} \leftarrow 0.0 \\
5: \text{Q}_{\text{total}}, \text{Q}_{\text{data\_transfer}} \leftarrow 0.0 \\
6: \text{W} \leftarrow \text{work()} \\
7: \text{Q} \leftarrow \text{Q\_total()} \\
8: \text{Q}_{\text{data\_transfer}} \leftarrow \frac{\text{Q}_{\text{data\_transfer\_read}} + \text{Q}_{\text{data\_transfer\_write}}}{\text{W}} \\
9: \text{I} \leftarrow \frac{\text{Q}_{\text{total}} + \text{Q}_{\text{data\_transfer}}}{\text{W}} \\
10: \text{return } \text{I}

4.5 Final Considerations

Currently, our runtime is able to choose the more appropriate device (multi-core or GPU) according the operational intensity of the code. We are getting measures in all levels of memory hierarchy to know the amount of bytes that are moved to execute the code.
Chapter 5

Experiments and Results

In this chapter we describe our execution platform, the benchmarks used in the experiments and we present the obtained results with these experiments. We executed some experiments using the Polybench (Pouchet et al., 2012) benchmark suite.

According with the presented discussion in the Chapter 3 the input code expected by our runtime is a OpenMP prepared with a alternative functions table. For this we modified the benchmarks used in the experiments preparing each one using the OpenMP and adding the CUDA version. Our OpenMP with offloading version was created manually based on these others versions, basically we join the OpenMP and CUDA versions and mounting the table of pointers to alternative functions. The versions of GPU and others targets can be found in Polybench GPU (Grauer-Gray et al., 2012b) and Polybench ACC (Cavazos et al., 2012).

We executed experiments to verify the Overhead of our runtime and Offloading decision and performance.

5.1 Execution Platform

The Execution Platform used in experiments is a machine equipped with 2 Intel Xeon (R) processors (CPU E5-2630 v2 @ 2.60GHz). Each processor has 6 cores, which results in 24 threads (2 x 6 cores x 2 threads). The memory of system has 64GB of RAM, L1 cache of 32KB data, 32KB instruction per core, L2 cache of 256KB per core and L3 cache with 24MB accessible by all cores. The processor architecture is presented in the Figure 5.1.
This machine has also 2 NVIDIA GPUs Tesla K40c, one of which was used in the experiments. The Figure 5.2 presents a complete schema of the available platform.

Figure 5.2: Complete platform

Detailed informations about the platform are presented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Platform of Execution description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>2 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v2 @ 2.60GHz. 2 x 6 cores x 2 threads = 24 threads. L1 cache: 32KB data, 32KB instruction per core, L2 cache: 256KB per core, L3 cache: 24 MB accessible by all cores, QPI: 6.4GT/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>64GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 GPUs</td>
<td>Device [0,1]: &quot;Tesla K40c&quot;, (15) Multiprocessors, (192) CUDA Cores/MP: 2880 CUDA Cores, Total amount of global memory: 11520 MBytes (12079136768 bytes), L2 Cache Size: 1572864 bytes, Total number of registers per block: 65536, Warp size: 32, Max. number of threads per MP: 2048, Max. number of threads per block: 1024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Benchmarks

The benchmarks used in the experiments were prepared using the Polybench 3.2 (Pouchet et al., 2012) OpenMP and CUDA versions. The versions of GPU and others targets can be found in Polybench GPU (Grauer-Gray et al., 2012b) and Polybench ACC (Cavazos et al., 2012; Grauer-Gray et al., 2012a). Our OpenMP with offloading version was created manually based on these others versions, basically we join the OpenMP and CUDA versions and create the table of alternative functions.

The Table 5.2 shows the list of used benchmarks.

Table 5.2: Benchmarks used in experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Versions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gemm</td>
<td>Matrix-multiply $C = \alpha A \cdot B + \beta C$</td>
<td>SEQ, OMP, OMP+OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CUDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each of versions (OMP, CUDA, OMP+OFF) was executed the sequential version (SEQ) for comparison.

5.3 Overhead Analysis

To analyze the overhead of our runtime libraries and its impact of the offloading decision in performance, we execute the gemm (Pouchet et al., 2012), a matrix-multiply ($C = \alpha A \cdot B + \beta C$). In this experiment the runtime was forced to decide for not offloading of code. The benchmarks were executed with num\_threads in {1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 12} to compare with the original version (SEQ) and OpenMP version (OMP). As our version of OpenMP with offloading is denoted in experiments as OMP+OFF.

The Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 show the results for gemm benchmark in an experiment in which the runtime was forced to decide to not do code offloading. The chunk\_size was defined as 32 for Figure 5.3 and 64 for Figure 5.4. Each configuration was executed 30 times to calculate the mean and standard deviation values.
The overhead of our runtime is relatively small either for single thread as for the other configurations when compared with OMP version.

The obtained overhead is of 1.25% on average when executing in single thread mode. And the difference between OMP and OMP+OFF is minimal when executing other configurations.
5.4 Offloading and Chunk Size Evaluation Analysis

Some executions allowing offloading are shown on Figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9. The runtime use the operational intensity to decide on the use of the accelerator.

The second experiment targets the chunk_size evaluation. What is the influence of chunk_size in the offloading decision? The size of dimensions was LARGE_DATASET = 2048. The Figure 5.5 shows the results for execution with chunk_size = 16, in this case the execution reached the offloading decision point only up to 10 threads. Taking the decision positive for offloading and made the offloading to GPU.

![Offloading Analysis for gemm (Number of Threads with chunk_size = 16)](image)

Figure 5.5: Chunk_size evaluation. Configuration chunk_size = 16

Still considering the Figure 5.5, in others executions between 12 and 24 threads, the thread that collects the performance counters values does not reach the decision point. The work is finish by others threads favored in system scheduling, then the offloading does not occur.

The same situation happen in execution described by Figure 5.6 for execution with chunk_size = 32, the work is finished by others threads when the program is using more than 10 threads.

\[\text{subset of loop iterations}\]
Offloading Analysis for gemm (Number of Threads with chunk_size = 32)

![Graph](attachment:image1.png)

**Figure 5.6:** Chunk_size evaluation. *Configuration chunk_size = 32*

With the data dimensions size and a fixed chunk_size value, if the number of threads is increasing will exist more threads to share and consume the work. So, it is possible that the collector thread had no enough time to get the values for all defined events sets. But if this situation happened is because the data size is no enough to offloading purposes.

The Figure 5.7 shows the values for *chunk_size = 64*. In this execution only 4 threads reaches the offloading decision point. In the executions with 6 threads, the work was finished by the others threads in in 8 of 10 executions and the decision point was not reached. Then the offloading decision was taken and the offloading made only for 2 executions of experiment.

Offloading Analysis for gemm (Number of Threads with chunk_size = 64)

![Graph](attachment:image2.png)

**Figure 5.7:** Chunk_size evaluation. *Configuration chunk_size = 64*

The values for *chunk_size = 128* is shown in Figure 5.8. The number of threads which reached the decision point and made the offloading was only 2 threads.
The Figure 5.9 represents the execution with the last tested configuration, the \texttt{chunk\_size} = 256. Just the execution with one thread is able to do the collect and make the decision, because the \texttt{chunk\_size} = 256 is proportionally big considering the dimensions of data. With two or more threads the work is consumed quickly by the threads and the collector thread have not enough chunks of the loop iterations set to get measures on all events sets.

The Figure 5.10 summarizes the configurations that reaches or not the decision point during the execution.
During these executions, the decrease in the number of threads is related to the increase of chunk size. A rate is followed like a pattern.

The relation between the number of threads and the size chunk is (10, 16), (8, 32), (4, 64), (2, 128), (1, 256). The values in the Figure 5.10 was calculated adding the flag about the offloading occurrence. Being 10 executions for each configuration, the 0 is no made offloading and 10 is the number of execution that took the decision.

5.5 Final Considerations

The experiments results showed that the number of threads in CPU and the chunk size value are crucial. We can see this in the Figure 5.10, if the number of threads is increasing the number of times that the collector thread reached the decision point is decreased.
Chapter 6

Future Work

In this chapter are presented the future works related with our thesis project. As mentioned previously our approach is related with automatic parallelization and it is divided into two parts: a \textit{compilation tool} to prepare the input code with multiple versions for parallel regions, and a \textit{runtime} that can explore heterogeneous elements using operational intensity to decide about code offloading.

The runtime part is the focus of this thesis and it was described in the Chapters 3 and 4. The compilation tool will be developed as future work together with other improvements to runtime.

6.1 Compilation Tool Implementation

To build the \textit{compilation tool} that detects parallelizable regions and create the input code to runtime, we use the LLVM \cite{Lattner2004} compiler infrastructure. As we want to serve as legacy code applications, in specific various applications written in Fortran and C, languages supported by the GCC compiler and clang \cite{LLVM2015}. In the cases of Fortran code the DragonEgg plugin \cite{DragonEgg} can be used in the translation of GCC intermediate code (GIMPLE) to LLVM intermediate representation (LLVM-IR). This step of the compilation process allows bringing code written in different languages to LLVM-IR. When the code is compiled with clang the LLVM-IR is created directly. The Figure 6.1 shows the work flow of compilation process.

![Compilation process workflow](image)

\textbf{Figure 6.1: Compilation process workflow}

The compilation tool will find parallelizable regions as loops, and will apply code optimiza-
tions and transformations in this regions to generate parallel versions. In this phase, the PoLLy
(Grosser e Zheng, 2010; Grosser et al., 2011, 2012) can be used to detect parallel regions. Parallel
regions will be extracted and placed inside functions. The modules containing these functions will
be used to generate versions, as code versioning.

The prepared code for the runtime will be a OpenMP code with an alternative devices functions
table. For each parallel loop there will be a handler function for every considered device on the
platform. That includes a version able to retrieve the intermediate code for compilation at runtime.

The format of input code is very simple, which allows the runtime to accept generated code by
the compilation tool, or code written manually for OpenMP applications that have defined the table
of alternatives functions.

6.2 Runtime Improvements

6.2.1 Modify the strategy of collecting the values of Performance Counters

The current approach of measurements strategy collects the values of performance counters dur­
ing the execution of a code percentage. A detected problem is that depending of threads scheduling
on the system, the other threads, which are not collecting the counters, can finish their work before
the collector thread have the values to make the decision.

An alternative approach would be switch between the threads registering the thread that make
the collect of events set needed to model calculations. The Figure 6.2 shows the idea of interleaved
measurements strategy.

![Figure 6.2: Interleaved measurements strategy (Third version)](image)
6.2.2 Consider Data Placement issues

The decision model in the current version, calculates the execution time and the offloading decision for each parallelizable loop, considering that the data are always in host memory. Because it use the time of input and output data transfers to make the decision.

Assuming that the code has two adjacent loops that are using the same data, or the second loop uses the results of the first. If model decided to make the offloading of the first loop, the data were transferred to device memory. The decision of launching the execution of second kernel in the same device that run the first kernel or if it is better to launch it on another device or return execution to the CPU, must consider the data placement trying to minimize the data transfer.

If the better execution time is related to do not move the data from memory device that run the first kernel, the second kernel must also have their execution launched on the same device for it can take advantage in the sharing of resident data.

6.2.3 Speculative Data Copy to device

In the current version, the data that is used by the kernel are transfered on demand, when the decision is taken in favour of the offloading. The idea is to copy data to memory of device before of the decision, in a speculative way.

Data copies can be made at the beginning in overlap with the measurement session execution. In this case, if the decision is positive for code offloading the data would be residents in device memory.

6.2.4 Data Synchronization issues

The current version of runtime re-execute the code launching the kernel on GPU when it has a positive decision for offloading. Besides of data copy issues (copy on demand or in advance), the synchronization of data that were updated by OpenMP threads during the session of measurements may be useful in some context.

6.2.5 The use of other decision models

The interface between the libraries (interception and library that implements the decision model using of operational intensity) allows the model to be modified or replaced by another model.

The function that intercepts the next chunk retrieval by collector thread is implemented with an unique entry point for the measures controls, the function registry_measures() (Section 4.3) that can allow the replacement of the model.

6.2.6 Support other accelerators devices and other platforms

In the current version we have offloading support only for GPUs, but it is possible that the input code has versions using OpenCL to try the offloading to other devices. We have interests on provide support for devices as FPGAs (Bacon et al., 2013) and Intel Xeon Phi co-processors (Intel, 2013).

An another interesting platform is the Juno ARM (ARM, 2016) that includes the big.LITTLE scheduling and power management. This platform have two ARM processors (Cortex-A57 and Cortex-A53 MP Core) that share the same main memory and a Mali GPU. The Cortex-A57 is
dual core and Cortex-A53 is a quadcore actually, but the number of cores can vary. Normally, the Operating System (OS) (Distro Linaro Linux) detects 6 cores that can be used at the same time.

The OS implements a module that switches between CPUs based on frequency \( \text{cpufreq} \) like a Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS). The main idea is start the execution in low power core and If the workload increase the OS switch the execution for the powerful processor. The processors share the same main memory, which is good for avoiding data transfers.

6.2.7 Use of Optimized Vendor Libraries

Standard libraries with optimized versions of functions can be used to mount the alternative functions table. Optimized manufacturers or vendor libraries have been made available for the efficient use of target platforms and making the modernized code (Intel, 2015b). The NVIDIA CUDA Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines (cuBLAS) (NVIDIA, 2015d) is a complete standard BLAS library for GPUs.

6.3 Final Considerations

In this chapter it was presented the possible improvements in the runtime and the idea of process flow of compilation tool to generate the input code.

In cases that the collector threads have no enough time the collect all event sets, the problem is related to scheduling on system, but depend of the data size. If the data is very small, probably the offloading must not be made. We need to execute more experiments with benchmark that use data with bigger dimensions and try to implement the interleaved measures.
Chapter 7

Conclusions

Considering the runtime and the experiments results. We can conclude that the operational intensity can be used at runtime to take decisions about the code offloading to device accelerators. The use of it proved to be appropriate for rapid decisions at runtime, in accordance com a original idea of Roofline Model of give insights about the performance and about the code behavior.

We are considering all levels of memory hierarchy and data transfers between host memory and device memory. The data transfers are measured and considered on the decision in an attempt to cover data transfers and to align the different architectures through the levels of the memory hierarchy.

Our runtime need of improvements and adjusts in the precision of measures and in the model of decision, because the hardware have limitations to measure events and we are using five events sets to get measures of performance counters.

The measures are made on a minimum percentage of the code for that all events sets have collected values. The chunk_size becomes a problem, our measures are made by chunks of loops iterations and the OpenMP runtime not allow modifications in the number of threads and in the chunk_size after the start of parallel region. So, it is not possible to adjust the chunk_size to make quick measures over small chunks and after increase to desired value to execution. If the chunk_size is too large, it can make the measurements suffer a delay until all event sets are measured.
Appendix A

Creating Hooks for OpenMP Functions

In this appendix are available some expanded codes of OpenMP directives. It is a complementary material for the Chapter 3, which presents a study about the OpenMP directives and how their implementation is made.

A.1 Expanded code for parallel region with two loops

In the intermediate representation generated by GCC that is shown in the Code A.1, we can see that the generated code follows the formats to parallel region, in which an outlined function is created to handle the code inside the demarcated parallel region.
if (D.1836 != 0)
    goto <bb 14>;
else
    goto <bb 5>;

<bb 14>:
.istart0.8 = .istart0.6;
i = (int) .istart0.8;
.iend0.9 = .iend0.7;
D.1840 = (int) .iend0.9;

<bb 4>:
i = i + 1;
if (i < D.1840)
    goto <bb 4>;
else
    goto <bb 15>;

<bb 15>:
D.1841 = __builtin_GOMP_loop_runtime_next (&.istart0.6, &.iend0.7);
if (D.1841 != 0)
    goto <bb 14>;
else
    goto <bb 5>;

<bb 5>:
__builtin_GOMP_loop_end ();

<bb 6>:
D.1842 = .omp_data_i->n;
D.1843 = (long int) D.1842;
D.1846 = __builtin_GOMP_loop_dynamic_start (0, D.1843, 1, 32, &.istart0.2, &.iend0.3);
if (D.1846 != 0)
    goto <bb 12>;
else
    goto <bb 8>;

<bb 12>:
.istart0.4 = .istart0.2;
j = (int) .istart0.4;
.iend0.5 = .iend0.3;
D.1850 = (int) .iend0.5;

<bb 7>:
j = j + 1;
if (j < D.1850)
    goto <bb 7>;
else

goto <bb 13>;

<bb 13>:

D.1851 = __builtin_GOMP_loop_dynamic_next (&.istart0.2, &.iend0.3);

if (D.1851 != 0)
   goto <bb 12>;
else
   goto <bb 8>;

<bb 8>:

__builtin_GOMP_loop_end_nowait ();

<bb 9>:

return;

Código A.1: Parallel Regions code with two different loops definitions inside

A.2 Generic next chunk function

An generic function was created to handle the both loops formats, because we detected two formats that are generated according some code features. The generic function is showed in the Code A.2.

```c
bool HOOKOMP_generic_next(long* istart, long* iend, chunk_next_fn fn_proxy, void* extra) {
   PRINT_FUNC_NAME;

   /* The first thing is stop the last chunk measure. */
   if (registered_thread_executing_function_next == (long int) pthread_self()) {
      RM_registry_measures();
   }

   bool result = false;

   /* Registry the thread which will be execute and get measures. */
   if (!thread_was_registered_to_execute_measures) {
      /* Calculate the max iterations need to measures. */
      max_loops_iterations_for_measures = ((total_of_iterations * percentual_of_code) / 100);

      HOOKOMP_registry_the_first_thread();
   }

   /* If is not getting measures execute directly. */
   if (!is_executing_measures_section) { /* Call directly. */
      result = fn_proxy(istart, iend, extra);
   }
} 
```
else{ /* Measuring session. */
   if(registered_thread_executing_function_next == (long int) pthread_self()) { /* Registered thread. */
      if(executed_loop_iterations < max_loops_iterations_for_measures) { /* No reached the percentual. */
         result = fn_proxy(istart, iend, extra);
         /* No more work to do. */
         if(!result){
            /* The shared work finish before the decision. */
            reach_offload_decision_point = false;
         } else {
            /* Update the number of iterations executed by this thread. */
            executed_loop_iterations += (iend - istart);
            /* Starting the registry on RM library. Is necessary partial measures each chunk.
             Switching to do not get measures considering control code. */
            RM_registry_measures();
         }
      } else { /* Offloading decision. */
         TRACE("[HOOKOMP]: Trying to make decision about offloading.\n");
         /* Reach the offloading decision point. */
         reach_offload_decision_point = true;
         long better_device = 0;
         TRACE("Defining additional parameters.\n");
         /* N: total of iterations, Number of executed iterations (percentual), last chunk_size. */
         RM_set_additional_parameters(total_of_iterations, executed_loop_iterations, (iend - istart),
                                      q_data_transfer_write, q_data_transfer_read, type_of_data_allocation);
         RM_print_counters_values_csv();
         TRACE("Getting decision about offloading.\n");
         if((decided_by_offloading = RM_decision_about_offloading(& better_device)) != 0){
            /* Launch appropriated function. */
            TRACE("Trying to launch appropriated function to loop %d on device: %d.\n", current_loop_index, better_device);
            if((made_the_offloading = HOOKOMP_call_offloading_function(current_loop_index, better_device)) == 0){
               TRACE("The function offloading was not done.\n");
            }
         } else {
         }
      }
   }
}
else{
    TRACE("The offloading was done launching of appropriated
    function to loop %d on device: %d\n", current_loop_index,
    better_device);
}
}
else {
    TRACE("Is not possible decide about offloading.\n");
}

TRACE("After decision about offloading.\n");

/* Continue execution. */
if(!(decided_by_offloading && made_the_offloading)){
    TRACE("[HOOKOMP]: [CONTINUE] Calling next function after
    offloading decision about.\n");
    result = fn_proxy(istart, iend, extra);
}

/* Mark that is no more in section of measurements. */
is_executing_measures_section = false;
executed_loop_iterations = 0;

/* Release all blocked team threads. */
if(number_of_blocked_threads > 0){
    HOOKOMP_release_all_team_threads();
}
else {
    /* Others threads. */
    /* If decide by offloading: block the other threads to wait. */
    if(decided_by_offloading){
        sem_wait(&mutex_verify_number_of_blocked_threads);

        if(number_of_blocked_threads < (number_of_threads_in_team - 1)) {
            number_of_blocked_threads++;

            sem_post(&mutex_verify_number_of_blocked_threads);
            TRACE("[HOOKOMP]: Thread [%lu] will be blocked.\n", (long int)
            pthread_self());
            sem_wait(&sem_blocks_other_team_threads);
            TRACE("[HOOKOMP]: Thread [%lu] is waking up of block.\n", (long
            int) pthread_self());
        }
    }
    TRACE("[HOOKOMP]: Other thread in execution, verifying if made by
    offloading: %d\n", made_the_offloading);
/* After the wakeup of blocked or while the offloading was not made. */
if (! made_the_offloading) {
    TRACE("[HOOKOMP]: [OTHERS/WAKE UP] Calling next function out of
          measures section after wake up.
    ");
    result = fn_proxy(istart, iend, extra);
}
else { /* Indicates have no more work to do. */
    result = false;
}
}

TRACE("[HOOKOMP]: Leaving the %s
", __FUNCTION__);
return result;

Código A.2: The generic function to handle the next chunk functions
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